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SUGAR EXPEn.IME~T STATION, AUDUBON PARK,}
.
New Orleau~, La., July, 1895.

Col. A.. V. C· rter, Commi-:1sioner of Agticulturl', B.l-tou Rouge, La. :

DEAR Sm-I hand you herewith a series of papers covering
original investigations made in the Laboratories of this Station,
.and ask that you publish the same same as Bulletin No. 38.
Respectfully submitted.
WM. C. STUBBS, Director.

PREFACE.
This Bulletin is devoted to a description of the original investigatiom1 whicl\ have been carried on i11 the Laboratories of
the Sugar Exp.:riment Station.
1\Ir. H. E. L. Horton, iu au iuvestigati9.~ ,9f wiudrowed cane,
discovered the pre1:1ence of 'gum, w!..i~h he partitl.lly studied, and
which was submitted to a most critical and searehiug microscop·
ical examination by Dr. Geo. 0. Taylor.
Tbe first papet covers Lhis repvrt.
Dr. J. L. Beeson has for the · past two years been engaged
under my directiou lu solviug certain questions chemically which
have arisen in field and sugar house experiments. These ques·
tions· ar.,, l~t, "What are the constitueuts of the nodes anti
interuodes of the . sugar caue T This question arose from the
finding of a differeuce in the composition of the juices of sugar
canes obtained by succt>ssi ve pressures. Tbe first juice obtained
in the first tluee rolls of our nine roller mill, had increased SU·
crose aucl glucose contents over that obtaihed in the second set
of rolls, while the latter bad au increased content of solids not
sugar, etc. Dr. Beeson's . inv~stigatious cleatly show the rea·
~
·
sons for such tacts.
His second paper on "Tbe Estimation vt' Crude Fibre on
the Sugar Cane" was iustituted by the absolute necessity for
sugar house control to knvw the amount of fibre in the cane
worked aud the abseuce· of deflnite information as to the,difti.
cnlties eucoontere<l iu makiug a correct estimate of th" same.
His third paper is an attempt to prove by chemical
analyse@, that cat1es plauted continuollsly for eight years, from
topR, were not iLaferior to canes similarly pedigreed from middlea
and butta.

Paper No. 4, is a chemical study of the influence of different
fei tilizers upon cane applied through a series of years.
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Two yeal·s ago Dr. Wa.lter Maxwell began the study of the
Organic SolidN Not Sugat·s in our cane juices iu our laboratories .
arid contiuued them up to 11is resiguat;o;; in March last to aecept
the position ot director of a larire sugar experiment station in
Honolulu, H. I. The results ot' his investigations are embodied
in two papers found in this Bulletin. There are also appended
articles covermg his investigations iu Ohuitying Agents and
Fermentation ot OiLne Juices.
·
It is believed thl\.t the papers g~ven herein will be valuabl"
additions to the chemistry of the sugar cane, and aid many a
cbemrst aud sugar cn;tker to a more intelligent comprehension
of the collpositiou of 11ugar cane antl its juices.

''

I

.'

DEXTR'.AN.
OF THE GUMS OF OUR SUGAR HOUSE.
Ttme and again ba:ve the sugar makers of this State foun<l in
t:heir work aggregati ons of structurel ess, translucen t, jeJJy-like
masses which tbey have called gum. It is frequently found on
-the under siqe of the sieve ui:;ed to separate the bagasse from the
juice coming from the mill a,ud adhering to the bottom and sides
-0f the juice tanks. It is also ~ound in the filter calze, as well as
' .elsewhere in the suga-r house. .A. chemical examinati on of this
.g um was made undei· direction of the station .several years ago ,
-by Prof. B. B. Ross, of Baton Rouge.
Last Febru:;i-r y Mr. H . E. L. Horton, chemist of this station,
visited Belair plantation , with a view of examining the deteriora.·
ltion of cane superindu ced by long windrowin g. While there be
--0btaiued fti bottle of this guru and began au examinati on of same.
Partial report~ of this examinati ou were published in T:B:E
lJO [SIA.NA.PL ANTER, Vol. VIII, No. 12, page211, .a nd Vol. VIII,
No. 21, page 369. In one, of these reports be mentioned the IW·
emblance of thls 'gum to Dr. Slieibler's "fermenta tiou gum" or
'
"''dextran .'' Fnrther 'fovestiga tious leave but little cloubt us to
~ the identity of this gum with de.dran.
ON~

Dextrnn as described by Dr. Sheibler• hns tlie formul11 Co H10 06, and ii
formed rapidly nt the expense of the sucr,1se (mid moist sugars). It is insoluble
.in cold water; swells up in hot water. Difficultly soluble in cold acids, but nlmos•
~ ompletely when hot. On boj\ing with alkalies or milk of limo.it is completely
,
.dissolved.
The chemical constitution of this matter, dete1·mined by She1bler as ll mixture of lecithin (protngo~, mannito and another cnrbohydrate ;;ui:;ceptil.>1e of ~11U111·
..formation, by boiling with sulphuric acid, into dextrose, hlls been more recently
ncoguized by .Bunget as nn isomer of cellulose (CG HlO 0~ ) containing only acci·
.-Oen tally n.ltrogenoo11 matter. This matter dis11olve11 Pnsily in a solution of onostic
. potash. In heating'this solution on a Sl\lt bath for 'Revera! rl11ye, an amorphous
•zeitsobriat fur Ruben zuckerindu11trie, 1811. p. 309.
tduorerie Indigene i, XII, pp . ~O(\ 202.
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substnnce, soluble in water, is obtained. · This substnnce is dextrogpntoty lxJ
D=:tOO deg . , but does not rPduce 1''ehling's solution. It is precipitnted ~ aleohol and neutr11l Rub11cetnte of lend. 8heibler ha11 clllled it dextmn because oo its.
right h11ndec) rot.1tion nnd its trnnsformntion into dextrose by llJtion of 11cids,.
he has found it identical with th,e )tUD'l of fermentation !'ommon in working unripe beets.

.'

encl.

~!Je above description aud properties of dexti·an agree, as
far as we have, goue, with our gum, :u1d it may be stated, wjtla
almost certaluty, that our gum is ''dextran." But this gum is tbework of a micro·orgaui.sm, to. stuuy which required a sl;illecl;
microscoJi>ist. The station, was fot·~una~e in securing gratuitously the valuable services of Mr. George C. Taylor, who hal.\ prosecuted bii. work with 1111swervi11g pertinacity and remarkable intelligence. His Yaluable repoi:t is found below, aud the special
attention ot' our sugar pla.utez:s aud ugar makers is called to t;be·
sta.rtling reimlts obtained by l!im.
His work was begun upon tile gum obtained from MrDymond'.s Bl'lai l' .pla11ta.tion. He tsolated the micro-0rganisowbich produced this gum and reproduced it in pure cultural
solu~ious until lte was sat.isfil\d thr~t be had only this organism~
Upon l!Xaminntion he-found this organism closely connected with.
''Leuconostoc Me~euteroilles," Cieukowski, but uot positively·
identified. ' He ha~, therefore, called it '·Bacterium Sacchari.""
But whatever its name, it is a po,.-erful foe to the sngal' house_
Ten per C(~nt. pure· sugar solutions iuoculatecl with thi:ii organisllk
were half tlet1troy~<l in two weeks and totally destroyed in fourHaving found this organism such a powerful destroyer of sugar,_
~xperiments wl're instituted to <letermiue the extent of his pres- ·
euce in our 1:1ngar honses. Every car load of wagon sugar in the>
hot room was teem111g with them, eveu those cars that contained!
the ma.sse cuite made from SY,rup treated with alcohol, coming:
from sugar caue and sorghum, contaiued them by the millions..
Both the ~ashed aud the unwashed brown sugars from the'
centrifugi~l contl\.iued ti1em. It is estimated by Mr. Taylor that.
from 10 per cent. to 40 per cent. of the wagon sugar of ti.le State~
is destroyed by this orga.Aism. Chemical experiments bav89
shown a loss here, but the exact amount bas not been detef!DiD ....
ed. The latter will of. courde~depend upon the duration Qf tile
1

:

I

•
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bot room and oth~r factors not yet determined. ~tis a matter of
common remark with some sugar ruakt-rs tl.Jat wagon sug-ars lore
heavily after they are placed ju the bot room. The above may
be the explanatiou of. this heretofore S\!emingly impossible phe·
nomeooo.
This conversion of sugar into gum bas be"n further studied
microscopically. Simultaneonsly, it seems 1 with the formation
of the gum, ·another organisw-a true bacterium, probably
"miorococcus prodigiosus," destroys it a'.td cou verts it iu to a
reddish brown liquid, more or less limpid and of a much less
tlensity than the ruass cuite. The same lJacteriLlm, it is believed,
accompauies the cane borer through the stalk a11d i·eddeus bis
pathway. It is probably the s;i.me .oue, also, tl.Jat 1·edlleus tbe
tvps of our stubbles iu fall and winter. Tl1e nature of tbe
· change induced by thi1' l.Jacteriun. has uot yet been studied
chemically. It is hoped at some early day to continue 'tJJese in·
vestigations and fiud a . remedy fot• thi enemy. whether this
';bacterium sacchari'' is fouutl in the juice of tht:l cane is yet not
positively known. It is, however, abund~Lnt in the air, and
is soon f'umi hetl in great abuuda1lc(' in every sugar house: It
promises rather re istant powers, since neither a. heat of' 300
degrees F. nor boiling with 90 degrees alcohol destroys lt.
The sugar planters or the ~tate will, I know, earnestly
the following aLl"' report upou his patient
tllauk Mr. Taylor
investigations, anci iu closing say that the .nearly related micro·
organi m mentioned:by Mr. 'raylor (Leuconostoc Mesrnteriodes
Cieu.) was a most formidable euemy of the beet sugar manufac .
tnrers. It vegetate so rn.pidly 'that 49 hectolitres of molosses
containing 10 per c~nt of sugar l.lave been b,een converted iuto a
'
. gelatinous m ss in twelve hour1:1.
(

for

0

"0-RE1 BEAlW S MIO. DEN."
Dr. W. O. Stubb11, Dirootor of the Experiment tiagar Station, Audubon Park,
New Orleans : :

''DEAR SIB-;-In complianue .with your reque~t to make
microscopical examinations of various s~ar llou .. e samples, the
p•Y.lucts of sugar ca.ue,:"after careful work ~hereon for tl.e pa-st
:t1ree :noaths, I submit the following report, which I hope may
prO\t: a Step onward iu the sugar inlustry of Louisiana,
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"The imhject of this report is closely rel:tted to investiga.
tions I have been making 11lic1·oscopically npon sugar cane for
the past six year~, throwing some light npou whence tbe source
of the e enemie::. of the sugnr hou e, their preventiou or destruction, a, work, I fear, to be fully accomplisheu 011ly by the com·
bine<l efforts of tll~ expert chemist and microscopist, led ouwanl
by au iu bretl lo\'C of oience pCJ se.
'·GEO. 0. TAYLOR."

REPORT.

Btteterium Sacchari or Leuo~mostic . of the Louisiana Su.gm· Hou,se.
Tl1e samples submitted to me for microscopical examination
are as folJows :
MACROSCOPICALLY.

.

'

I

.

Specimen 1. Slimy mncon masses of a smooth unctions/eel
wbeu rnbbe<l betweeu the finger~, and ofa color varying from an
impure white to a djrty yellowisl.t tint. ·
2. Somewhat tonglt gelatinous masses Of a sticky feel,
bearing some resemblance to r.he huma.u brain when partially
hardened for the section kn ire. Color .of a diugy white, becom- ·
ing almost bhtck, and very tough ou drying.
3. A gluey, tongll .gum, varyir•g from a light to a dark yellowish brown.
4. Various specimens of depo its a.od superna.ta,nt molasses
from wagon sugars, of which two bad ueen treatt'd by the alcohol
process and tbe otbers by the usual Louhiiaua sugar house
method. The nppearance oi tltese to the u ntttded eye need no descr1 pti.'ri to mnke tltem recognized by a11y one who had eyer
been in a J.Jouisiana. sngar house bot room.
5. Fonr spedmeus of ceuti:ifng••led sngar, polarizing from
79 to 81 degrees .• Two of these were by alcohol process and tha
others by usual method , one ot each method being washed and
the others unwashed iu the centrifng.LI.
6. The four imgars of No. 5 were each mnde up to a 10 per
cent. solution wit b distilled \rnter and plact'd in' st~riJized test
tubes plugged with cotton. Afcer twenty four hours' deposition
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~a specimen of deposit Ull(] superuata11t liquid were token from
· each tube and dried ou 1 x 3 iuch glas~ sli p8 for micro"copical
· examination.

MORPHOLOGICALLY .

.All of the samples under low power ol>jectives sl1owe<l
· zoolore masses, excep~ those demaudi11g the nse of high power
.lenses.
MIC ROSCOPICALLY.

'Uuder high grade.len ses bacterin. were fonnd in each sample.
After careful i~olation, cultivatiou a11d patient wo1·k under liigh·
est graile im mersfon objectiYel:I, I ch\ss this bactel'ium a Mpecies
<>f the genus LeucouoRtocacl:'ce. Yet to desi~111i.te it from certain
-0tLer bacterium of this order, alt:.hougll tlitm~ may be 110 v.nfa·
tiou· other than that wliich might btl attl'ibute<l to louulity, tempel'ature or pabulum, or 's pecial habitat.' I would im ggest that
from the avidity with which it des troys our Louisrana i::agar
-cane products it be called Bacterium Sacclrn.ri, undt'r which
mame I shall designate it ill this ri:-port of the special illvestiga.·
-tions I have been engaged iu for the past three mouths, at the
.Audubon Park '~xperiroc::nt Station.
0

CULTIVA'rION AND INOC'C'LATION.
I

ntly kept in mi ml the
In tbis part of my work I 11ave consta
\
I

t-Our grand rules ~ir principles of Koch in all l>actedological work,
,bich may be tated iu thi s pecial work thus :
1. I find the bac. sacch. in 11early all t be proilucts of the
Loni iana sugar caue.
2. Have U;olated and t.:ultivatecl , i 4 in i-terilizecl artificial
media.
3 . .A 'culture thus obtailled makes a wonderful change in
even c. p. sugar ""hen inoculated with it.
4. By illocul1itingc. p. ugn,rs other ·olutious bavecultivate1l
'the bac. sacch. up to the fifth ge11cratio11, destroyiug rill tho
sucrose therein. ,My hr t cuWvation "wn upon the potato, fl'om
which by careful selection wero obtainecl pme culth' ations in
gelatine-lfke producing like-beautifully suggestiv of' tho

.

truth of omne vlwm ex vivo.
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Many highly satisfactory cultivatiohs were made by a comb'necl modification of plate and drop cultures, using lx3-inch
•lcroscopicaf glass sliQs, \l'ith and without CO\'.'ers. Especial attention was giYen to sterilization antl careful manipulations. !Ill
the products of all stages, from tbe mill to centrifugrtl molasses,.
whether from frosted, rotten windrowed, or s'ouutl ca1ie, the bac.
sacclt. we1·e fonud in greater or less numbers . . In the products
from tLe m,isound cane the bac. sacch. were found 'in great~r or:·
less numbers. ,Iu the products from the unsound cane the t'.>i:tc;..
sacch. were associate<!, ·more or less, with the cocci, which I am
inclined to class as tbe mmmitic ferment of Pasteur. ln this my
opinion is strengthened hy some beautztul chemical work by
Prof. H. E L. Horton, whereby he isolated pure ruannitic crystals from the same source from wi1ich was taken my microscopi- • .
cal sample.
A SEVERE TEST. '

,

'fo a J,O per cent. sterrnzed gelatine ~olution I added 10 per
cent. c. p. cane sugar, and a,fter inoculating the solution with a.
pure second 'generation of bac. sacch. the test tubes were plugge~
with cotton, placed in the !-lterilizer, and subjected to a temperature from ~14 to 220 degrees F. for an hour. After about two.weeks I found .euoug-h of the bacteria to inoculate a whole Louis- .
iana sugar honse; also a gummy ma. s, microscopically , iuent.i~al
with that form which I first obta.ined my first pure geueration or
ba.c. sn.cch. Ca.refill chemical analysis by Prof. J. T. Crawley,.
of this (Aurlubvn Park) Experiment Sugar Station, ~howed 00·'
per cent. of tho c. p. sugar lost. A sa.mple from the Sllme sonrc&.
two waeks later by chemical analy>is gave no trace of ~mcroset.
110 appr~ciable ludications of ferment, but a mass of gum an'I
bao. Racch. in dormant state, as if half starved · from lack of
suitable pabulum.
LU'E HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION.

The life 11istory and habits of t111s bacterium are very similar
to that of tbe Leucono~wc Mesentcroides as described by Crook·
sbauk from the resenrcb of Oienkow ki aun V<in Tieghem hi the
beet industry, from which, iu part, I quote almost literally, as
follows:
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"Cells singly, in cha.ins and in zooglore, Kurroutuled by a
thick gelatinous envelope. Spol'es are from 1.8 to 2 niic1·011.~ (a
fnicron is about~ of au incu) in diameteL' an<l are uearty round
with thick membraue and big1Jly refractive couteuts. 'Wl1en tbe
outer membranf'·l nycr bnrsts n middle lnmelJa, oozes out, forming
a thick gelatinous e11velope, the i1mpr layer remaiuiug adhereut
to rhe plasma. The spore germination thns leads to the formation of a coccus with a gelatiuons euvclope. Tbe coccus t.lrns
elongat"s into a sbm·t rod·'form, the p;elatinous c11Yelope becom·
ing ellipsoida.I. Tbe rods divide iuto twp cocci, eauh of which
lengthens into a rod and divides. By a. repeticiou of tliis process
a. cbl\>in of cocci r1 sults, encn e<l iu a cylindrica l or ellips,lidHl
envelope."
As the chain of cocci increase they become tan~le<l and
broken np, finally i·esultin'g in zooglore masse~, adheuing as
pseudo-pare uchymatous structure.s amt almo::;t as tou~h as whit·
Jeatber. The enveloping capsule of the f\[ ores e1mble hem to
resist chemical or physica.l agents which easil.v <lestroy othel'
bacterial fo1·ms of life. Spore~ germi11a t~ from 70 to 100 degrees
Fa.hr.; are strongly aerobic, 1~1otile when ger111lni1ti11g, but at
other times 110 motion except the mierosco1.1ical Brownian vil..n·a·
tion; are considered non.patboge11iu, yet the purgative effects of
low grade sugars or centrifugal molasses I attribute to their
chem1cal (toxic T) produets ; Jiqnify sterilizt>d nutrient gela' tine and c. p. sngaL·, a fact over wt.dell the sugar maker should
ponder, a.nd tempts rue to <ligress it little fo asking him why bis
wagon sugars somet i1nes seem to 1.Jecome 111<.re liqni<l~ He re·
plies that crystallizati on is robbing the ma s of it1:1 Kuga.r soli<ls.
This is partly correct, yet it sometime:i lrnppe11s that bar. sacch.
w,,rks very rapidly and <lestroys more snci ost! than c,rystallizcs.
CONCLUSION.

That the greatest factor of Joss in onr Lotd~iana sugar hou1;1es
is the work of bacteri<1. at1 herein deiicribc1l, I come to this con.
clnsion objtJctively, divested of any theoretic~ll ~peculation, by
1·eadi11g undel' the microscope that whfoh rnitnrc 'Jms written
upon my little glass slips, with the samples sitbmittecl to 111~ for
•
microscopic al examination .
GEO. O. TAYLOR, :Microscopist.
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A Sl'UDY OJ[ THE CON.STITUENT.S OF THE NODES
AND INTER~ODES OF THE SUGA.R CANE.
B1· Dn. J. L.

BEE~oN.

It is a belief among sugar planters that the nodes Of the cane
(the joints) are the main source of the reducing sugars
contained it) the expressed juice. In oi:der to throw light upon
this and other questions, n study was made this season of the :
con~tiliuents of the nodes and iuteraodes of the cane as follows :
Twenty stalks were selected frorn the field, of as near the same
~ize and number of joint.s as possible. The nodes were separated
from that portion lying between the nodes-the iuternodeswith a fine saw. These~epa rate p:>rtions were each. ptt.ssed twice
through band roller mills, an effort being 'm ade to give as nearly
as possible the same pressure and relative extraction of juice
from the nodes and interoodes. Tbe two juices thus obtained
'
That
1 in appearance and constituenU!.
were m1u·kedly different
from the nodes was in every case highly colored, gave a heavy
precipitate with a solutiQn Qf subacetate of lMd, and a bea,.·y
coag~lum on heating to the boiling point of tbejoice; while that
from the internodes was clear, light in color, gave only a small
precipitate with subacetate of lead solution, and' no appreciable
coagnlum on beating. This difference in coagulable bodies indi·
cates a wide difference in the water-soluble albuminoids in the
two juices. In the two following tables are 'g inn lbe analyses
of the juices:

~talks

/

Analysis I.-Twenty Stalkli, puryle vm·iety,plant cane. Average
'~
weigllt of stalks, 3 pounds.

tNode~
Tops Internodes

'
!M'ddl
1

eR

Node~
!Interaode.s

{ NodeR
Butt.s Internodes

Totnl
l:!olir'ls.

15.5
16.d
J6 : 2
17 .li
14.2
17 .2

Reducing
Sugnrs.
0.66
1.20
0 .2
1.00
0.26
0. 9

Solids not
~ncrose

12.7
15.0

Sugus. •
2.6(.
1.60

t:i.5
15 .6
11. 9

2.90

15 .1

l.~l

1.00

2.04
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.Analysis lL-Twenty stalks, pu1ple variety.

.Average weight of

JJtalk, 3 pounds.
Total
Solids.
Tops~ Nocl1's
Internodes

15.3

Middles { Nodes
Internodes
{Nodes
B
utts Internodes

17.7
1'1.7
17.7

Reducing
l:!ugo.rs.

Sbcrose

0. 18

11.3'
14.3

16 . 9 ~

1.2.)

16.7

0.07
0.9.:!
0.15
0.61

Sol{ds not
Sugars.

3.82 '
1.35
S.07
0.72

. 13 .7

16.0
12.8
16.4

2.75

0.69

I

Fibre.

15.6
80
15.9
8.0
18 .2
8.1

It will be seen that there was fou~d more glucose or reduc·
ing 1mgars in the tops of lhe stalks than in the butts. This is to
be expected, since the tops are less mature. Also that there is
approximately twice the percentage of, fibre (that portion of the
stalk which is insoluble in water) in tht'I nodes as in the contigu·
ous internodes, t~e butt nodes showing the highest percentage.
But the most striking fact is the marlrnd decrease in reducing
sugars and a like increase in solids not sugars (which are mainly
albnm\noids, gums 'and mucilages) in the nodes over that of the
contiguous internode'!. This wide difference io content of reduc·
ing sugars in the different portion~ of the stalk is surprising, in
view of the readily diffusible nature of these bodies . . The cane
from which the samples were taken had been blown down, and
it was noticed that the eyes had very slightly sprouted, yet tqeir
rootlets bad not taken hold in the soil. It was thought possible
therefore that this low percent.age of reducing sugars in the nod&
or joint was due to this fact: that the incipient growth of the
eye was at the expense of the glucose in that region, using it up
more rapidly than it could diffuse from the adjoining internodethe internode co~taining the bulk of the juice.
IC the above hypothesis be co'rrect, namely, that the decrease
in reducing sugars in the uode is due to. the incipient growth of
the eye, then canes bearing normal eyes should not show this
difference, and, on the other hand, canes bearin~ sprouts, yet
whose rootlets bad not taken hold in the ~oil, should show a dif·
ference in content of reducing sugars similar to t.b at in cRBes I
and II, with a lower percentage in the internode, unless some of
the sucrose should be inverted by the growing sprouts. as a fur·
tber supply of glucose for food. In order to throw light on this
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point the fol1owing analyses were made: (1) of canes having nor·
mal eyes, (2)' of canes having large or slightly sprouted eyes,
(1) of canes bearing sprou~.

A.ncilysi8 III. Normal eyes, 4 stalks, striped va1'ietg, plant ~ane.
Average 1oeiglit of stalk, 3 poztnds.
Reducing Sugars.

Nodes of whole stalk
Internodes of whole stalk

A.naly.tia IV.

Larue

0.40

1.23

ey~-sample

!:iucrose.

12.0
15.5

and weight same as in

above.
Reducing Sugars.

Nodes of whole stalk
Iutern'odes of whole stalk

.4.nalysi8

v.

0.50
1.11

Sucrose.

12.8
13.4

Sp1·outed e,11es.-Same variety as in above.

Upper halves and uppe1· thirds from 4 stalks bearing sprou~
from two to six inches long.
Reducing Sugars.

Nodes of upper }1alves and thirds
0.3
Internodes of upper halves and thirds 0.9

'

Sucrose.

12.00
16 00

These canes were selected from the same plat, of as near the
same size and number of joiu~ as possible, were analyzed the
same afterno9n, and as soon as possible after expressing the
juice. From analysis III it will be observed that canes having
normal eyes show the same wide tli.fftlrence in content. of . reduc·
if!g sugars in the nodes and internodes, and thi:i difference can·
not be due in the main to the incipient growth of the eye.
Analysis of another variety of caue having normal eyes confirmed
the result.a of analysis III.
Upon comparing analysi3 V with analyses HI and IV it will
be seen that in the canes be~ring prouts (yet whoso rootlets
had not taken hold in the soil) there is found less glucose in both
the nodes and internodes than in the case of canes having nor·
mal and larger eyes. This diffe~n~~ is augmented when it is
remembered that in case V the coo tent of reducing sugars in the
upper halves aud upper thirds of the s~alk-whicb are richer in
reducing sugars-is c.>mpa.red against that of the .IVhole stalk in
-Oases III and IV. It would therefore appear that the growth of'

/
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the sprouts on the stalk was at the expense of the glu~ose or
:reducing sugars in the juice. During germinati on it is likely
that the' initial growth is at the expense of the ready formed
glucose fo the stalk-and the ripest ' canes have been shown to
contain this sugar-an d that the sucrose is attacked and inverted
as a future supply of food whe11 it is 'needed by the young plant.
If so, it may be that there is permitted by the youn~ plant a
certain usi~g up of this ready-formed glucose, a certain glucose
minim nm, before the 1mcrose is attacked . as a further supply· of
food. Then by working with canes bearing :1onger and Jouger
sprout'!, the rootlets of which had not taken hold of the soil, it
was hoped, for certain reasons, that this glucose minimum
might be established for the sugar c~ne ; but an untjmely frost
killed the cane and thus cut short the work.
Since the canes having norznal eyes showed this ~arked de·
crease in content of reducing sugars in the nodes over that in tl.e
internode8, ·and since these bodies are RO ~eadily diffusible, it was
thought most mely (1) that there was some physiological forces
at work in the plant organism connected . with the ripening of'
the cane which were using up the· reducing sugars more rapidly
in the node tb1\n they could diffuse in from the adjoining inter·
node; (2) that the decrease in reducing sti~ars and inc1nse io
''solidi. not sugar8" in the node mutually account for each other;
(3) that as tbe cane ripens these simpler sugars are pa.qsipg by
the condensation of the molecules into more complex and Jes&
soluble forms-e. g. into gums and mucilage s-and that the
amides and glucoses are uniting in t.he pre ence of sulphur oom·
ponnds to build up albuminoid bodies more rapidly in the regio.n
of the vital organs of the plant-the node-as a store of food for
the young plant before it has taken sufficient bold of the earth
to draw sustenance from the soil e.nd atmosphere. Tben the
function of the node wonld be similar to that of 'the seeds in. the
case of flowering plants, wivh the sucrose of the internode as a
further food reserve.
·
1
If the above explanation and hypothesis be correct we shonld
expect to .find in the juice expressed from the nodes of growing ·
cines fairly matured, a decrel9e in reducing sugars, an increase
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in, soluble ' carbohydrates not sugars, ancl .an in<'rease in albumi-noidi:i. Remem1:le.r ing that the two latter classes of bodies consti·
tote the bulk of the "solids not sugars," by reference to analyses..
I and II it will be seen that this was found to be true, and by
analysis of the fiber (that portion of the cane which is insoluble in
water) we shoulcl expect to find in the nodes an increased quantity
of water i1isolltble albuminoids, of the cellulose", aud of thosei11soluble carbohydrates not sugars which lie in their constitution
inter Died iate between the eel 111 loses on the one hand and the soluble-·
carbdh;qirates not sugars on the otl1er. By the action of ferment.a
dnring germination the soluble and insolublealbnminoids would
yiel<l amides and glucoses, and the soluble and insoluble carbohy·
drates not, sugars would yield reducing sugars-all of which as.,.
f >Od for the young plants. The insoluble bodies above mentioned,
tae cellnlo:;es and ash, constitute the "fiber" in analysis Il,.
w!iich it.will be seen has approximately twice the percentage in the ·
nodes as in the internodes The fiber of the nodes and interuodes
from the samples ·in analysis II was thoroughly extracted with
firdt cold and then bot water to remove all soiable nitrogenous b )dies, and the albuminoids e.'itimated by determining the total
nitrogen in the' fiber by Rjeldahl's method, and multiplying by
the factor 6 25, and fou ad to be: in the nodeF, 1. 9 per cent.; in .
the internodes, 1.6 per cent., showing an. excess in the nodes.
For tlie estimation of the fosolnble carbohydrates notsugars in the nodes and h1tHroodei:, the fiber (same as in preceding analy·
sis) was extracted with cold and hot water until only a trace of"
soluble ca1·bohydrates was revealed in tbe washings by the a· nap·
thol tec:it, then boiled for one hour with a 1 per cent. solution of
sulphuric acid and lilternd. The sulphuric acid was removed by
means of barium carbonate, and tlle rPdaoing sugars thus formed,. .
as ebtimated l)y mean-1 of Fehling'3 solntio11, were' as follow~: Io
the nodes, '13 . per cent.; in the interuodes, 8.8 per cent. These
and the precE-ding ~timations were made in duplicate, the duplicates agreeh1g closely.
It will be remembered that there was obtained in ever~ casea heavy coagulum bN heating thejn~ce from nodes, while practi·
(•ally none was gotten from boiling that from the internodes..

.. '
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This indicates a large- excess or'albumi noids in !!be juice of the
nodes. It was de~irable to have determine d the i·atio of the
aluuminou s to the amid nitri.>gen in these.,twp ju.ice~. but circum·
stances prevented . However, these bodies were estimated in the
whole of the node and internode of a cane stalk (~h is iucludes
juice anCI fiber) giving the following results:
1

Albuminous
nitrogeu.
.1778
. On59

Amid
nitrogen.

Total
nitrogen.
.11"29

.C05
.0817
.Oi58
It will be observed that there are about three times the
amount of albuminou s nitl'ogen in the nodes with practically no
amid nitrogen, the bulk of the aruid nitrogen being fo the inter·
node. These facts ful'ther con.firm our theory.
Vegetable physiologisti;; teach 1~s that when seeds l?erminate ,
or when the plan~ organism sn:ff~rs decfly, the chemical proces~es
takiug place are the reverse of those during the pl'ocess of ripen·
ing: namely, that the more com pl ex and less soluble forms pass
by the tu,ition of ferments into simpler and niorF. ~oluble onestbe a.Jbumino ids into amides and glucoses, the gums into reduc·
ing suga[S, and so on. · Then, if our hypothesi s be cor·rect-i f
the node is a storiug-pl ace of food fot· the young plaut-we should
expect to find, as the cane <'leterioratei:, not only an increase in
the total reducing sugars comin~ from the inversion of the sucrose
(as is well known to ~ the case), l>ut also an increased quantity
iu the node over that of the iuternode coming from the ltcre~~ed
quantities of "solids not ng~rs" found iu the j Llice oft he norle.
In ordet· to throw light upon this point three classes of canes were
selected and analyzed: (a) canes cut down before the frost, and
which bad lain for over· a month covered with leaves; (b) the
soundest canes standing wliich also had been killed about a
mouth previoui-ly, by the ft'O"t; ( c) canes standing whic!h ap·
pearecl to have suffered most, and which also had been killed by
the ,.rost. Canes which were 'germinati ng iu the soil could not
be used fJr tbi::i test, for, it bas been evinced, the growth of the
youu~ plant would probably have been at t.he expense of the re
ducing sugars. Fuur stalk_s of each class w~re analyzed witb •the

Nodes.... ............. ... .. ...
Iaternodes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

following results:

1847
Samples from
ToW solids
Reducing
same plat as
Brix hydro- . Sugal"!I.
in Aualysis I.
meter.
< Whole of nodes,
14.91
O. i9
OLAss A~
"
" iuternodes,
1,25
15.40
12.77
·1Whole ot nodes,
0 95
CLASS B
· • " internodl!B,
14. 7
1.06
13.62
~ Whole, of nodes,
1.44
Ouss O
"
'' internodes,
15.17
1.00

Sucrose

Eollds nit

!:lugars.
10.5
10.8
!U
12.2
8.1
12.0

3 57
3.30
2 74
1.4\
3.08
:l.19

It will be seen1that'in the three stages of deterioration of the
ca.ne there is a gradual incre1u1e in the content of reducing sngRr3
in the juice of the node over th Rt.of the i::nternode until they are
in large excess of the latter. This is the reverse of what was
found to be true Jn the ca e of ripening cane, anal_yses I and II
showing an aver1tge of 0 14 per cent. of reducing sugars in the
node and 1 per cent. in the internode. or a. ratio of about 1 to 7. ·
I
Jn these cases it is strange that the glucose, which is 'so nadiJy
diffusibl<>, bad not distributed itself equally throughout the whole
stalk. But it is probable that the death of the' cane brought
abont a change in· the cell walls which prevented diffusion.
Nothing short of expel'iments on tbe diffusion of glucose in dead
ca.ne can answer definitely this question. No snch experiments
were made.
I

-

By comparing these results with those (analysis I) of the sa'!lle
~ariety made just b~fore the frost, it will be seen that there is an
· increase iri the quantities of "solids not sugars" in the juice of
both the nodes srnd intnnodes, that o( the formP.r here, ·also being
in exces:i. At first sight it would appear that, since the' "~olids
not sugars" of the juice would most easily ·yield reducing sugars
'. by the action of ferments during dec11y, there should be found ~
decrease in "solids n'lt sugars" in the juice of the node corres·
ponding to the increase in the reducing sn,gars. But it will be
remembered that there was found in the "fiber' of the node 13
per cent. of insoluble bodies not sugars which, by the action of
ferments, would most likely yield tirst soluble bodies not sngars
before passing into reducing saga '8. This process would increase
the 11 .~olids not sugars" in the joices of both the nodes and inter·
nodo\1, which was found to be the case.
Further, if thi:I explanation be correct) this process would be

1
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:at the expense of what is · est~mated as "fiber" in the cane, iiud
c11.nes which had deteriorated should 11CJt only show ~u i11c1 ease iu
"''lolirts not su;.u·s" a.•1d in ra,fn cing sng;\ril, a~w.u fvn11<1 to be
the case, but also a decrease in "fibel'"--th at portion of the cane
which iii insolabJe in water. As a result of several years of experimentati on at this station, this has been found to be the

-case.
To recaphµlatf>: it ha& b ··en found in the conrse;of this iovesti ·
gatiori tlrnt·tbe jui~e of the llodes of the cane is quite different
<trow that of the intei·nodes, containing 1uarkedly lel's reducing
,sugar~, more "solids not sugars," and more albumiuoid bodie1:1;
that the ''fibe1·'' of the nudes contains more a.ltrn111inoids, nltlre
-insoluble carbohydrat es 11ot suga.rs which readily pas'! iuto
-reducing sugars; that as the C.'\ne dHeriorateil 1·educiug sugars
-are formed more rapid!~· in the nodes than in the iuternpdeP.
,Jn onr opinion these facts can he ht>st explained by the ·hypothesis .
.previously stated, uamelv, that the ph~F-iologi~al fuucti•Jti of.the
node in the cane is, i;iwila.r to that of the seeds in the case of
.flowering plauts-to store food in the region of the eye for the
use of the young plarit befo.re it bas taken sufficieut bold of tbe
..earth Lo draw snstenaoce from the atmosphere and soil. 'fbe
hypothf>ai~ is further confirmed hy the fact that the isolated
-nodes of the cane w heu plunttd will . germinate au cl grow to
·maturity.*
If this be true in regard to the cirne, it may be true also in
tbA case of all varitties of vlaut8 whi<:h propagate from tl1e nodes
-Or joints.
PRACTICAL POINT.:).

By referring to anaJy.,es I and lI it will be seen that there is
.a marked ..;itf~rebce in the purity coefficient of the juices from
·the node~ and internodes . . 'l'llltt from the node gi \'&!, au 1nrer11ge
.of81 per ceut. purity, while that from the iutel'llode an average
--0f S9 per ceut. approximo. If 1' machine could be devised by
·which the uodes· could he s~parated from the iuteruodes so as to
•ork the juices separately, it would cloubtleRH be profitable.
•Bu'l. 7,

ls~

series, Ln. l::iug l£x. 8t11tion.
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Since the nodP,Sin the sampl t>s analyzed constituted aDout H to
16 per ceot. oC the whole. w 11i~ht of the c..11e_. it wonltl be a great
los3 to throw them aw<liy. Since the nc>tl,.14 sh HV a mu ch lower
purity <•oeffioieut, many short i·•iuts 011 tl;le stalk decrea~e the
purity of the juice of the 'l\ hole cane.
An estima~ion was m:ufa of t.he !'O callPd ".Jirdrate Rolnble
albuminoidi;'' left in the fibre from the diffi1siou chips. That
w_h ich was not "limed" in the cells gave 1.23 pe1· cent; that
limed in the cells (pre..,;uma.hly tu ;rn exces~, >t..'i the fibre was
slightly yellow) gave ~.81 per cent., sbowi ng that about ooe third
<Jf the alburni,n oids had been acted npou hy 1he lime c Hl ' e ·ting
tqem into soluble nitrogenous bodie.~. 01· a.mills ::)ince h 1 amids
are not coagulated by peat or remove<l hy the ordin 1ry _ch\rify.
fog agents, they r~ m Liu iu the juice a~ im1}uri1ie1. By addiug
the lime very .slowly u11ti1 exact ueutr.ility of the j 1.. ice, thi3'trou ·
ble would be in the main avoided.
1

I

'

.

THE E&TIMATI(i)N OF CRUDE FIBER IN SUGAR CA.NE.

DY

D11.

J. L. B1n:sox.

TherP. is no part of the irnalyti<"al work ,connected with the
ebemlciil control of a diffusion p1·qc~-;s S!lg;\t' hou~e so uni:iatisf"c ·
tory as that of the es ti matiou of the st> calle·I " crnde fibe1" in the
<l ,oe, or that portion ot' the stalk which i~ insoluble' lb w t ·r,
Duplicate nnalysfs sampled and mani pulattd with tl1e greatest
care show wide val'iations. 'l'he average of such variations of
100 8amples taken consecutively this scitson ww 0. 736 per cent.
Of these 100 sample•, eleven of the duplicates showed a variation
~f between 2 and 3 per cent.; fifty fivf>, between 1 and 2 per cPnt. ;
twenty -seven, between 0.2 and 1 per ceut., and seven vari d less
than 0.2 per cent. Iu t·he analyllis of all commerc.ial products,
the taking '>f the sample ii prob<\bly th ~ mo-;t imp rt mt fact r,
as it is th •t portion of the opera.Mon whe1·e the grea e3 ; error i~
liable to occur. Even in the case of pro•lncts which d" not. vary
much in their composition e.g., iron ore or coal taken from the
.same vein or seam-duplicate sampl~ otl;eu show variations iB
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the analys is which are far without the limit of error of chemical
analysis. Hence, the greatest emphasis was laid upon the taking
of the sample of chips at this station. A man w11s stationed Rt
the carrier who took a. Rmall hauciful ot the chips at regular in ·
tervals, and ~brew them into a large box. The cllip:; were then
thoroughly mixed and a large sample consisting of a water·
bucket full was sent to the laboratory for gene1 al analysis. This
sample was poured upou a clean paper, thorougl.lly mixed and
divide i into fo'lr parts as nearly equal as po sible. The alternate
fourths were pushed aside, the remaining cbipEa·thorongbly mixed
and sub-<livided as before, and so <•u unt;il a samt>le of abo\lt
50 or 60 gra1nd remained, from wbkh two samples of 20 grams
each wei·e tlaken for the fiber anl\lysis. This is one of the most
generally approved methods of S<uupliog commercial product.a.
Since the precentage of fiber is used as a factor in calculating the
perceopage of sucrose on the weight of th,e. cane, the correct
estimation of the fiber becomes a matter of the greatest moment,
and it was to this end that ~he present investigating iuto ~he
causes which produce the above mentioned disagreement in th&
duplicate analysis of fiber was undertaken.
·
THE EXTRACTION OF THE CHIPS.

A study was first made of lihe extract.ion of the sugars and
other soluble bodies in the cliipi ae follows: •S .lmples of twenty
gra.ms of · fresh chip:i wel'e pl,.ce.l iu 300 c. e. beaker.3 and nin&
volumes of wat.er at varying temperature were added to each.
The water was maintained as neal'ly as possibl~ at the tempera·
ture of the water when atlded. The di.ffusates weve polarized
every fifteen minutes until the last two readings' were the same~
with the following results:

it 230 0. diffusion complete in 65 minutes.
At 6()0 o:
."
"
" 41i-50 "
At 75-lj()O C. "

"

" 30·85

"

'

After pouring off the ditfusates as completely as possible,
tresh water· wa adrled at the sit me teinperatnre as before, and the
above process repeated. This was done in order to ascertain, it'
possible, if the rate of diffusion was the same for the second ap·
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plication of water, an<l it was found that t11ero was no apprecia·
ble difference between them.
From the polariscope readings of the completP.ly diffused
solutions, the percentage extraction of sucrose for t 1e lkst two
diffusions was calculated and fouud to be from 75 to 85 per cent. 1
Assuming 80 per cent. as the average extractiou for each appli<>a
tion of water, 12 per cent. a~ the average amount of sucrose in the
chips, after tlve complt'te <liffnsious (if the rate of each oltiusion
be coustaot) there would remain in the chips only 0 0384 per
cent. of SUCl'OSP. which is pmctically nil. In quite a. number of
cases the ftf,tb diffasate was te ted for solnble carbobyorates by
means of the anaptbal reaction, which in every ciise l'evea.led
only a very low percentage 1•e111<tiniog. Theoretically at>out 00
per cent. ~f the s11gnr1 pre~e11t should h~ removed hy each <liffu
sion, but in no case was the extm.ctio11 ob.-ervt:d to go that high
If that were the case, the ~ucr·ose content of the diffus11te and the
water in the chips would he the i::ame, and we woul.d possess at
once a airect metlwd of estimating the sngar on the weight of the
,
cane.
The coagulation point of the water soluble albuminoids was
ascertained as nearly RS po ·sible. by gra1loally raising the tem·
perature of the fir,t diffusatt>S untiil coagulation was observed to
beitin, and found to liA bPt.wePn 80° and 90° C. It i1'. therefore,
needless loss of time to begin the extraction with cold water, then
aiM. warm, tl1en bot water, etc .. as is u~ually done. Since tlie
diffusion is so much more rai.iid at a high temperature, it !s
adv,rntageous to be,dn the extraction by adding water at about
75° 0. for the first two diffusions, then boiling water fur the last
tbree. This can s1-tfely be done, as it will be seen, without fear of
<io11gnlating the ~lhuminoid bodies. This method was ado1lted
and followed throughout· the season.
LOSSES IN THE PREPARATION OF THE SAMPLE.

It was u9tice1l that when from a weighed seetion of caue
stalk a sample (10. g.) was immediately cut off in chips into a
tared ves~I, and t!1e st.Llk reweighed, the1·e was sustained a .
greater loss than the 10 grams remo,·ed. B !low is given the re·
suits or iour such experiments:
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No. l, Difference in weight of the stnlk nfwr cutting off 10 g. 10.11'.l.
No. 2,

"

'4

No. 3,
No 4,

"
"

"
"

"

"

"
''

''

"

"

"

'-

"

"
"

"
"

10. 161.
10.100.
10.102.

The chips were cnt off rapidly with a sharp knife i.n semi·
circnlar pieces about 1-16 inch in diameter at a. right angle to tJie
length of the stalk. The sample of chips in case one was r!ipidly
cut finer with a sharp pair of scissors and reweighed. It SUS·
tained a fnrtber loi;s of 0.107 grams. which added to the first
makes a total Joss of 0.22 pet· cent.. while preparing the sample.
These losses could not have heE-11 due in the main to evaporation,
for the whole time spent in pr·epadug sample No. 1 was not over
twenty miuutes. Then sampl&J Nos. 2, 3 and 41 were cut.off on
a damp morning when the same sam pies lost from evaporation
by Jetting stand exposed in a beaker· for one hour on an aver·
agA 0 .079 per cent. 'rhP. to~s was more likely a mecbat;}ical
one due to the rupture or the cells cut by the knife while prepar·
iug .the sample. If rn, it would appear that tbis mechtl.nical
loE<s, would be augmented by the cutter and comminuter in the
mill, et!pecially wben the knives are dull.
LOSS DUE TO THE EVAPORATION FROM THE CHIPS.

The amount of evaporation, according to well· known bws of'
physics, varies with the time of exposure, surface (:xposed and
the ten)perature and humidit.y of the atmosphere. The finenes.q
of the chips which increases the ~urface area eff~ets the rate· of
evapoution, probably also, the ratio of the juice to the fiber.
,
upon this later point I made oo experiments.
Iu order to form something like a corl'ect idea of the rate ot
evaporation, the following experiments were made (a) the evapo·
ration from the ends of a section of cane stal~ (b) from chips ex·
posed in a beaker.
(n). A piece of stalk about one inch in diameter was cut at.
the interoodes, weighed, placed in the shade and reweighed at.
the end of each boul' giving the following result~:
From 1 ! to 1 P. K., loss by evaporation, U 48 grams.
0 5tJ "
"
" "
From 1 to 2 ..
0.40 "
"
" "
}'rom 2 tu 3 "
0 49 "
"
" "
From S to 4 "
• 0. 52 "
"
" "
From 4 to 5 "
Average Joss per honr, 0 49 grams.
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This ~vaporation was mainly from tbe open ends and is,
therefore, largeJy independeut of the leugth of the portion of
stalk. The day WM warm and rather dry: .
Tep grams of chips were placed in a beaker in the room and
weighed every hour wilh the following res~lts:
No. 1, From 10:30 to 11:'.30 a. m., los:l by evnp(>ration; 0.086 grnrus.
No. ~. "
]'(·:30 to 11:30 ·"
·•
0.07:1
"
:No.1, "
ll::l0tol'>.:30p.m. "
..
o . ~69
No. 2, "
11:30 to 12:3u •·
" "
O 266
"

The q.iorning the .experiments wue made was damp, there
bei.ng a heavy fog which did not dear away uutil about 10 o'c!ock.
From the above results .it would appear that quite ~~n error may

<Jome from evaporati.on of the chips, while tbe sample is accu·
mulatiug in the mill, especially on a warm dry day. A.t first
sight ic would appear, al~o, that the fibe1· analysis made in the
hea~ of the day would show a higher percentage thau those made
eal'ly in the moi:mog. This undoubtedly would be the caee\vere
there known any very accurate wethod of fiber estimatior. But
as will be seen later, the error here is for less than that nnavoid·
ably introduced in taking the sample.
·
THE DISTIUBUTK>N OF THE FIBER IN THE OANE.

The above discussed sources of error do not, it is clear, ac~ount for the differences in the duplicate analy~es of tbe same
sample. This error must ..be sought fvr. in the difficulties i.i
getting a-n average sample dueto the variation of fiber contE:ut· in
the different parts 0 f tJ;ie cane. This val'iatfou ,in fiber content-,
.or distribution of the fib~r in the cane was studied as follows:
T~n grams of .fiber was cut from the uodes, and ten grams from
the internodes of the top, midjle and butt of the stalk of cane, of
avet-age size and weight, and the titer estima.t ed in these.seperate
· portiops,. giving
. the
. following resultt.':
1

PURPLE VAR!ETY, .'l'filRD Y.!!!AB STUBBLE.
pet'
pl'r
f)4'r
<'i'nt.
"""•·
<:e\1t.
To SNode ....... 15.86 Middle SNode ....... 1;;.~ 1 out• I X?de ...... b.20

P ~ Internode .•• 8 60

I

~ Iuternode ... ~.\J I~

• ·! !:.tcrno<!e .• 8.03

1:154

.It will be observed that there is approximittely twice the per·
centa.,1te of fit>er in the nodes as in the internodes, the butt node
containing the highest percentage.
The fiber content 'of the riotl and. pulp of portions of a cane
stalk cut so as to include a node and in~ernode was estimated
giving the resnlts as below :
(a) PURPLE VA.lllETY 1

PLANT CA.NJ:.

kiml :

Top . ................... 26 .0
Middle ...... .. ......... 29.ri
Butt ...... ............ 2!! 5

Pnlp.

8.7

6.r.

6 8

(I!) PUJIPLE VAlUETY, THIBD YEAB BTOBBLJ!l,
Pulp.
ltmcil.

Top .... .... ......... 25.~
Middle ................ 2-!.5
Butt...• . . ..• .. . . ...... 28 .G

7.80
5.40 .
5.77 ·

As is well known, stnhble <'1u1e canies a higher fiber content
than plant cane of the sarpe variety. From the above results it
~oold appear that this difference resides more in the pulp than
in the rind: In the above analyse~ it was impossible to
separate the rind from the pulp. So a pie<·e of cane about five
inches in length was cut from the center of the eane stalk just
within the contiguou! uodes. Ten gramq of tl1e rind waa pared
off from all round the piece into a tared beaker, ten grams pared
off all round from what remained into anocher breaker and so on
until the center was reached. and the fiber estimated in these
portions with the following r~nltt-:

.

PURPLE VARIETY PLANT CANE•

True rind . • • . • • • • • . • . • • . • . • . • . • . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 89. 9 per cent.
"
Inside rind ..... ..• •• •.•.•.• •...... .• : ••.••• •..... 18. Sa
''
Next to inside rind . • . • . .....•••.•.......•. , .•..... 6.79
''
Next to middle. ......••...•..•••••••.......•••••• . 4.77
••
M.i'1dle •••••...•••.•..••••••••••••••••• •....••.• : 4.lS

The diffusRte from the ioi::ide i>1u·k (hast tissuei-t) was quite
yellow, aud it is probable that these cells furnish the yellow .
colol'ing matter of the cane juice.
A joint of cane was cut jnst without the nodE's, the true node
was separated f1·om the Rdjoioing portion penetrated by the
J'ootlets of the eye, and these portlons taken for fiber determ1na·
tfon1. Then successive poi·ttons of ten grttms each were cut off
from both ends in~o separ<1te beakers, and the tl,b er estimated in
them with the followin~ rdSnlts ':

'•
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PURPLE VARIE'lY, THIBD YEAR STUBBLE.
Nodes proper ........... . .. . .................. . . . . 21.3 per cent.
Root nodes ... ............. . .... ~· .............. -14.2 "
Next to the above ........ . .... . . . ................. 14.13 "
Remaining internode . ............ ·......... '....... 11 9 ''

From the above data, it will be seen that the fiber :varies
very widely in the different pal"tS of the carle stalk, from 4.13 per
cent. ia the pulp to 83.9 per cent. in ttie ;ind. The percentage
of what waR analysed as rind · in the above was determined, ·and
as an averi~ge of four estimations was found to be .about 21 per
cent. of the weight of the cane. With such a wide di1foreoce in
fiber content in the rind and pulp, and such a percentage of rind,
it is no small wonder that duplicate analyses could not be brought
to agree ; for the presence of a very small undue ·proport10~ of
rind or pulp in one of the duplicates would cause them to dis ·
agre~. Often the knives of the cutter are dull, and strips of rind ·
of varying lengths get into the ctiips. These are easily gotten'
bold of in undue proportions, aud make the sampling even m:>re
difficult and inaccurate than .when the chips are -fine and regttla.r.
With a fiber content of almost ten times as much in one part of
the case as in another, it would seem almost imposSible to be
anything like rnre of obtaining an average sample, and conse
quently the estimation of "crude fiber'' in the cane for com mer·
cial purposes can be at best o~ly a rough ap~rox!m ltion of the
truth.
To summrrize briefly, it has been found in the c•urse of thi
work that by adding 9 volumes of water to the cane chips and
letting stand until diffusion wa:i complete, that .five of such ex.
tractions ren;ioved practically all soluble bodies; that tbe water
at 75 to 80° C. may be added to the chips in the beginning without fear of coagulating the soluble albuminoid~, thereby hasten ·
jRg .the diffusion. That it is probable that there is a mechanical
loss in cutting the cane into chips, due to the fupture of the cells;
that the loss by evaporation from the thips may be quite con·
siderable when exposed for some tiru" on a warm day; that there
istapproximately twice the percentage of fiber in the nodes.as in
tl1e contiguous internodes, the butt node containing the most
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I

fiber. That the varilltion in fiber content is great.est between
the rind and pulp. That aftn the J'iud is removed the fiber con ·
tent growli less as the ceuter i:! approached, the latter showing •
quite~ low percentage.
In the light of tbis work. it woµld nppe~r mot·e profitable to
try to devise somA easy accurat.e method of estimating the sucrose
upon the weight of the Mne directly, than attempt to devise an
accomte method of fibel' estimation, there beiug difficulties in
the latter which in the nature of the cdSe are almost insurmount ·
able.

. .

,

PEDIGREElNG CANE.
RESULTS FROM PLA~TCNG THE TOPS, MIPDLES ~ND
BUTTS OF SUGAR CANE.
BY Dn. J. L. BEESON.
It has often occurred to the planter that O'!ing t.o the large
amouut of cane required for the planting and the low sucraee
content and pul'ity of the jnice from the tops, it would be a great

stroke of economy to cut the' topR two or three joints lower, and
use these for plaoti ng, sending the rem~i ni ng portion of the stalk
to the ruill. Noi only would a much lar~er percentage of the
total sugars in the crop tllns he ~nt to tbe .n;iilJ, but that portion
sent would be richer in sugiu; higher in purity, and euier worked,
tbe1 eby entailing less co~t of ba1\dling and working, and giving
a more perfect extraction of sngar. Before this dream, so to speak,
of the plante1· is realized certain q11estio11s ariae which must be
answered by e:xper~lllents both io the field and laborat.ory,
to-wit:
I. Will these upper portions of the stalk wbeo med for
planting, come pp, grow off and mature as weJl as the body of
the stalk, giving as good a yield t
JI. IC experimeuts should answer the above io the aftirma·
tive, then will not the variet.y deteriorate after maoy yea.rs of
plauting the tops T
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III. Should all of the above question~ receive favorableanswers from the experimentation, then bow much of the stalk
is it most profitable to cut · away as tops for planting T When is
the most fit and economical time to plant under this regime t
Should it be found in many cases to be impractical to plant at
cutting time, what at·e the best methods of keeping the tops in
good condition to plantT
All of these questions, it was not the aim of this investigation to answer. Question I' has alreaJybeen answered
satisfactorily, in the main, by a series of experiments madeby planting the· · top$, middles and batbs for several
years by this station, in which it was shown that the tops germina~ more qnickly, grow off a little more rapidly, but appear to
be more sensative to cold snaps giving sometimes little -leesstapd than in the case of planting the middles or butts. Therewere son1e more dead tltalks founrl in the plat planted from th~
tops. Examinations showed these were from the last two or·
three' eyes at the extreme end where the joints are very close
together and v~ry immature.• Wheremuch immatnretops prevail
by plllnting the tops thicker the tonnage would probably not be
any l&ls than from planting the eutire stalk. It was therefore ournexL attempt, and the burden of this inve8tigation to answer
quest.ion II, Will the c~ne deteriorate nfte~ many yea.rs of plaut
ing the tops 1 Since a given val'iety of cane will vary considera·
bly in its constituents trom year to year, owing to difforences in
seasons, it is obvious that an analysis of an ave.rage sample,of ,
the variety made. at ilbe beginning of the experiment cannot be
compared against a similar analysis made at the end of several
years experimentation, for the purpose of ascertaining whether or
not any change has taken place from planting the tops. So th~
cane stalks were divided into the three portiona, tops, middle&
aud butts, and each planted in separate plats. At the next cot·
ting time the tops were cut froci the plat grown from the top1
and planted. The middles we1 e cut from the stalks grown from
planting the middle!, a.nd:planted in another plat, anrt so for th&
canes grown from the butts the butts were planted. This proceM

a
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was repeated for eight successive years, a time sufficiently great,
it was believed,fto ~llow diffdrentiati~n to take place (if it woald)
from such artificial selection. Average samples were selected
for analysis as follows : Three stalks of average size and weight
were selected from each plat, cu.t into the three parts, tops, m~d
dles and butts, each portion weighed, cut into chips with a sharp
knife an average sa~ple liaken, drie1l and ground, and tedried at
100-ll0° C. for two days, bot~~ed and t-ealed. The' moisture.was
,estimated in each sample, bat it showed sucb a smalJ variatio?- in
tae different parts of the cane tha.t the analyi:;es made of tile dry
matter represent approximately t}?e relative · percentage of the
eoustHaents of the whole cane, which are as follows: 1
AN.!LYSIS I. DRY M.ATrER OF THREE STALK8
AND WEIGHT.
'

I

•

m'

AVElhGE SIZE

ToPS BRE~ Fnou IL MIDDLES B11ED !Il. BUTTS BnED
F.coM Bt1TT1.
Fno111: MIDDLES:
ToPl!.
Nitrogen.

I~

' Nitrogen.

Ash

1 Nitrogen.

Ash

------------ ----------TnpR . . .. . . . • • .. .. . !.!23 .197 . 026 2. en .244 .184 . 060 !U . 250 . 215 . 085 ll.'21
I

Middles ........... 116.113 .003208.201.132 .06frl.93.172.l60 .0121.60
Butts ............. . 13:.l .132 .()1)()1.82 .l\!7 .127 0002.01.111 .180 .uOl L.70
Averllge ........... \45 .137 .008~. li .179 . 141 .0:182.40 .!Si .175 .012 1.80

It will ·be observed t,bat there was found more of both
albomi:lous and amid nitrogen, and more ash in the tops of the
stalk1:1 in cases I, II and I~I, than in the middles and butts. The
larger quantities of nitrogenous bodies in the tops agree in general
with the experience of all su·gar Ghemists, that the j nice from the
upper portion of the stalk contains more solids not sugar, there·
fore, a lower purity. The larger quantities of amid bodies in the
tops c~rrespond to the larger quantities or glncnse or reducln~
au.,:mrs found there. 'l'his we should expect, for these bodies, the
glue >ses and amids, are the Mnstructives of the albumiooid~,
su~rose anu various carbohydrates of the cane plant, •and should
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be most abm~dant in the immature parts of the cane-the topswhere they are needed for growth. The larger qualities of
mineral matters observed in the tops of the cane correspond to
what has been found true of most other plants. This fact would
appear, according to Sacbs, to be due to two causes,.one physical
and the other a physiological one. The mineral matters dis·
solved in the soil water diffuse througlt the roots to the foliage
where it evaporates or is exhaled, leaving the·mineral matter be·
bind. Then it is in the foliage system that assimilation of the
carbonic acid of the air ~kes place, and metabolil!lm begin,
which require the presence · of certain mine'rai matters. · '.rhe
presenre of a larger amount ,of nitrogenou3 and mineral matter in
the top~ of the cane snggest the superority 9f the tops, other things
being equal, for planting, sinc:e these constituents are required
as food for the young plants before it is old enough to win its
living from the soil and atmosphere. It may be ohjected, since
the seed~ of flowering plants cont;ain less mineral matters than
any other portion of the plant, th'at the presence of the one third
more ash i~ the top would con~titute no real advantage for plant·
ing over the body of the stalk. The small qnantity of mineral
constituents in the seed of plants is explained by Sachs as fol·
lows: That much t1oil watE'j rich in dis olved minerals, is absorb·
ed by seed~ during ge~minatioo. Since t~e cane eye germinates
its own moisture (unleqs dried like a seed) it does not acquire
mineral matter from the soil water, and consequently woo.ld
Jikely need more mineral stored away in its organism. Granting
this to be true, the excei:s of mineral compounds in the tops may
be larger depo~its of refuse matter due to increased physiological
and chemical activit.y here, and not. mineral nutrients. Apropos
of this qu~tion, the following analyses were made of the ash from
the tops and butts of the samples used for analysis I:
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ANALYSES OF. THE ASH OF TH:E TOPS AND BUTIS.

··Total insolubI;;~~~=~~~==

38.19_-

..;Soluble silica • • . • . • • •.• • • • • . . . . • . . • . . . . • • • • • • • • • .. • • • ..
_Jr.Qn and alumina •........•.•. , .. . : .• ~.- ••.... ; ...•••.•.

7. 71

49."i2- 11. 76,

Lime.................................. ............... 3.27

Magnesia ....... . ; ..................................... 9 .12
.Potash (K2 0) ... : ......................... , ........... 15 .30
Manganese ... . ... . ..........•.••..... ·· ~ ·····.......
O.rio
~ sulphuric acid . • . . • . . . • • • . . • • . . . • • . . . • • • • . • . . • • . . . . . . . · · . .•
'Phosphoric !).Cid (P2 0~ / .. .'.. ..... ... .. . .. .. ......... 14, 12

3.77
6.Gl'l

15.35
~.06

t

14 .94

It will be s&.>n that there is but. little difforeuce iu the con
,stituents of the two ashes, the ma.in constituents, the potash,
lime and phosphoric acid, being 1.1early the rnme,
The
magnesia is greater in the tops, the manganese less. The
manganese is hardly a minera) nutrient and its appeareoce is
.accidental as coming from the soil: The mineral nutrients being
about the same in each ash, and t~e ash of the tops about ooetbhd more abundant, giyes th~ balance in favor of the tops.
• It may be ohjected that since ~he lower portions of the stalk
richer in sucrose they 'will supply the young plant wir.h more
. carbohydrate food tbiln the · top!!, al\d . that this advantage
will o:ffi>et those d*e to t.he. larger quantities o( nitro·
genous and mineral bodies in the tops. E'Cperiments conducted
•by the Director . of this Station showi!d, on the CO'.ltrary,
tlJab only a mall percentage, of the sucrose in the mother
· cal.le is used by the .yoq.ng plant.• It would appear that
young caue develops such a P<?Werful foliage system that it i3
enabled. rather early iu its existeuce to supply itself with cubohy·
drates by assimilation of the c·tl'bOn deri vecl from the air. It
would appear, then, that a large percentage of sucrose is not
required fo~ the" young cane plant, and might, under certain
. conditions, be diRad vantageous. In fact it bas been shown by
recent investigations that fermentation often s;ts in in the lower
portion ot the stalk after planting which m ~i.y check and often
....entirely pre\''!nt 6?rm:.::iation. All of the above considerations

are
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would indicate the superiority of the tops for planting-unle!I!. '
the plan~ coming from that portion of the stalk which is lowest ia
sucrose and purity should partake of its nature, and after man.1
generations t~e variety becomes reduced in sucrose and pw,rity.
A consideration of the averages in the different cases in analysMI
I. togethe1· with the analysis r;,f the juice will throw light upo11.
this point. The averages in aua.lysis I. were calculated from the
weight of the tops, middles and butts in each of the cases, I., IL
and III., and represent tle constituents of the wh<>le of thg
stalks. It may b~ considered that the analysis of three stalks
does not represent.the average of the whole plat.~ It will be obSePved that the analysts of the three whole st.alks tend to the
same conclusion as that of the ' juice, which was obt11ined by
grinding the whole plat, and was made by other chemists tba•
myself in another room and entirely without reference to <Jt'
knowledge of my work. These results mutually confi-rm GM
another. For comparison's sake I place the averages of analys;&
I. by the side of the a:ialssis of the juice in the following table:
I

JUIOE.

Nitrogen.

.~
~

~
o

I

.

.:!

t

]

a

<d

....

0

·c:
-"'1-1

~
~

if

§

-~
a!~c:a
""'
"'
"'
"' ~ .-.- ia
0
0

~ ~ ] ! ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ece-=-1

Top11 bred from tops ... ~ .145 .137 . 008 2.17 ll.03ll5. 0 2.10 11.-0 i.oo:u
II. &llddlesbred from mid-~ .179 .141 .03812.40 10.3&15.12.0611.02 .022'.8
I
j
dlee ................... )
III.Buttsbredfromliutte .... . 18i .J75 .0121. 80 10.9714.82 .2010.52.10 .it

L

'

It will be observed that in the case (I) where the cane wu
grown from the tops for the eight years, there are Jess allMtminous and amid bodies in the dry matter, and less solids not so gar
in the juice, than in the cases(II and III) of canes grown from th
middles and butts. 'rhe pul'ity is considerably higher in ea~
I, especially so than in case III, where it is 2.4: per cent. lligk~
Reference to the experiments of this Station iu 1891* show a
~ Bull.

No. 14.
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'higher purity in the case of tops planted for tops there five
years. This is signiftcant in showing that the higher purity
found t~is year is not accidental to the year. The amids and
glucose, it will be observed, vary in the same direction, being
least in the cane bred from the top3 (case I). Thi~, togetheu
with the little higher fib r content, indicate a somewhat riper
cane. This compared with the results obtained in the field, viz.:
That the tops germinate earlier and grow more rapidly in the
spring; hence they have time to more nearly reach maturity in
~ur short seasons. If this be generally true that canes planted
from the tops are little more mature, after many generations we
might expect to bring about a more earl~ and better adapted
variety of cane in Louisiana, one which weuld tend more and
more toward maturity by harvest time. We know that this ac<ilima.tization does take place with almost all of agricultural
crops. The corn of the Northwest matures in a much shorter
seas,on than in the South, ~nd to show that ~his is an inbred
property as well as a seasonal one, the Northern corn when
brought here is an early corn with us. Why then cannot the cane
be slowly acclimatized T This tendency to mature, apart fro.m arti·
~cial selection, would gradually increase the sucrose content f
t he.Louisiana canes, for the fully ripened canes grown in the hot
house by this Station showed a much higher sucrose content
than canes matured within the sea,gon. We observe an in~rease
in sucrose in case I. This was also true of the case of the analy·
4Sis made in 1891. Whether or -not this increase is due to a riper
cane or to a slightly improved variety, due to the breeding, it is
not possible to say, but it need concern us little from a practical
point of view which, if only the. percentage of sucrose can thus
be incr~ased.
Should it be objected that the difforence in the percentages
.is not sufficiently great to warrant a strict conclusion that the
' '
variety of ca.ne has improved by the eight years of planting tops,
one thing is shown beyond reaso!}a.ble doubt, namely : That the
cane has not deteriorated, in which case .it willf be greatly to the
'
advantage of the planter to .cut the tops away down to the joint
that ha3 c1st its leaves for planting, and send the remainder of
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the stalk· from the entire crop to the mill. When the most.econom!cal time to plant Y how the best means of preserving the tops for
. planting T as well as many other questions that may arise, this
statio!l hopes in the future to aid the farmer in answering.

EFFECTS OF FERTILIZER S UPON SUGAR CA.NE.
BY

Dtt. J. L.

BEE ON.

The amounts and kinds of fertilizers, (whether nitrogenous
po~ssic or pbosphatic) frequeutly effect quite differently, our
ordinary field crops. E:{cessive quantitie of nitrogen are avoided
as tending to exce ::iivc foliage, except with hay and forage crops.
'Liberal applications of phosphates are frequently made for the
purpose of inducing early maturity, and , with nitrogenous
manures inct'eased fruitt1ge. By such use the cotLon belt has
been extended two or thl'ee degrees further north. Potassic
manures are without such visible, tangible effects, but vegetable
pby~illlogists have shown that their preseuce is necessary for the
elaboration of the carbohydrates found in all plants, and hence, if
not present in ample qualities must be supplied in fert.ilizers. It
is also believed that libera:l applications of nitrogenous manures
increase the stalk or tonnage, frequently at the.expense of frnitage,
and to obtaiu simultaneously both tonnage and frnitage, should
be supplemented. by both pho phatic and .potassic fertilizers.
Tl:J~refore, certain definite proportions are sometimes prescribed
in a mixture of these ingredients, for each parti~ular crop or class
of crops gt'Own. · Soil!! and seasons al3o modify the e proportions.
Itfmay, therefore, be asserted, that nothing short of a series of
exper~ments covering kinds, forms aud quantities of the
fertilizing )ngredieutsjup on each ci·op in a given soil, can decide
the question of proper fertilization. Hence, for five years upon
this Station and four years upon the soils at Kenner (the former
location of this Station), efforts have been per::htently made to
test : 1st. The kinds of fertilizers needed for cane! 2d. The besi
forms and combinations! 3d. The most profitable quantitit:!::if
In 18907 plats covering every form and combination were
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J.id out and have received yearly since, upon the same sub plats
the same fertilizer. Each year the rP..sults in the field and labora·
ble
tory have been carefully obtained. In sugar cane profita
tt11nlts are measured by the total sugar obtained. The content of
augar is almost a measure of maturity. Therefore a fertilizer is
.ought which will produce both tonnage and maturity. ExcES·
1ive greenness lis not desired, and therefore any fertilizer that
will produce it should be avoided. It is well known that the
amides.
eonstruc~i ve elements of vegetabte:growth are glucose and
with
plant
g
· hese are soluble foods which supply ·' the growin
:materials of construction and their presence in large quantities
lways indicates immaturity.· The degree of immaturity in a
sngar cane is therefore measured approximately by the propor·
tion of these ingredients present.
Table No. 1, given below, is compiled from result.B published
in Bulletini:i Nos. 6, 14 and 31, and tM books of the Station for
1894. This table represents the results of one planting of cane,
made in 1890, and continued through four years as ' stubble.
Upon this plat the same fertilizers were applied for five years.
lt is the Nil1'oge1w1"8 Plat. Nitrogen in all its forms is used alone
and in llOmbination (1 and 2 rations, 24 to 48 pounds per acre)
Yith phosphoric and potassic man-qres.
Table II gives the results of the experiment.B for 1894: (4th
Jear stubble) which are also included in the average glven in
Table I. . This was the last year that this could be carried, its
age precluding funther trial. It was therefore thought tha.t the
eanes after growing on the same soil and fed by tlie same manures
i>r five years were in a condition to show by chemical analyses
lhe effect of each kind of fer-tilizer. Accordingly careful analyses
were made of the nitrogen content of the canes taken fr9m each
experiment besides the usual sugar determinations. It was also
ieterm iaed how much of this nitrogen was in the form of albuminoids and how much as umides. The following are the tables :

1

f

I

;
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§'LAT V "A." AVERAGE RESULTS OF FJVE YEARS EXPEBIMENTIZ.
1~0 TO 1895, WITH NITROGENOUS FERTILIZE RS.
ii

·1

1

-

.

.;;

i:i

·i::

·~

::Q

~
"'
30
0
c:S
~
~
:z
- ----- ---------- --- - - ..s

FlmTILIZERB USED PEx AoBE.

•

E

Ill

<

~
~
~

1 SliO pounds cotton seed meal . ............ ..... 27.8
2 350 pounds cotton seed meal and mixed minerals. 30.49
3 700 pou1&d11 cotton seed meal and mixed minerals. 33.24
4 Mixed minerals . .......••..• ....••.....• ; ••••• 31.37
5 200 pounds dried blood ....... : •••.••••.•• •... ~.01
6 200 pouuds dried blood and mixed minerals .... 27.62
7 400 ~ounds dried blood and mixed minerrus •.•. 28.96
8 No manure ......•.•.•. .••.••...... .••••••••. 22.f\8
9 115 pounds suls:1te ammonia ..... .. .....••••• 28.77
°10 115 pounds sulp teammonia and mixed minerals 33.4
11 ~O poundil sulphate ammonia and mixed minerals 38.9
12 Mi:i:ed minerals ....•..•...• •.•••....... ..•••• 32.4
13 160 pounds nitrate of soda ............ ........ 29.9
14 160 pounds nitrate of soda and mixed minerals .. 29.7
15 320 pounds .nitrate of soda ~d mixed minerals .• 29.5
16 No manure •...••..•.•. •••••••••.• • . , .. .••••• 26.45
17 400 pounds of tankilge ............ ............ ~.4
18 400 pounds oHanknge and mixeu minerals •.••. 28.9
19 280 pounds fish scrap.. .. .. . • • • . .. . . . . . . .. 2~. 72
:20 280 pounds fish scrap Bnd mixed minerals ... ... 29.42
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~
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~

6"' ~
-15.2 11.54 1.62 76.0
1:1
rJ.l

14 .3 10.5
14.5 10.9
14 .0 10.26
14.7 10.4
14.1 10.5
l4.5 11.02
14.4 10 .W
14.4 10.8
14.1 10 .6
14.4 10.8
U.5 10.8
14 .7 11.2
15.0 11.8
t5.l 11.98
15.5 12.4
15.1 11.9
14.7 11.5
14.6 10 .3
15.1 ll.7

1.71 70.6
1.62 75.8
1.70 73.3
l.!)'~ 70.7
1.74 7'.4
1.711 77.3
1.73 76.S
1.83 75.0
1.75 75.2
1. 75 75.0
1.85 74.5
1.61 76.2
1.60 71:!. '1
1.51 78.7
1.41 &.1.0
1.59 76.8
1.57 78.2
1.57 70.5
1.54 ii.~
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'l.'ABLE .r.1.
NITROGENOUS MANUREF!. YfELD OF PLAT V '.'A," 1 94. FOURTH YEAR STUBBLE.
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350 pounds cotton seed menl. ....... ...........•....... ~
2 350 p ounds cotton seed meal and mixed ruinrral!! ......... : . ...
:i70llponndscottonsee dmealandmi xedminerals ..... : . .. . •...
4 ''ixed minernls* .................•.-. ... ....... ............ .
r1200poundsdried blood ...................... ................
li 200 pounds dried blood and n·i:ted minerals . .. ... .... . ........
_71,; t()()ponndsdried blood and mixed minerals . ..............•...
8 llio manure . . ..... ·.··· . . .............. ...........•. . ........
9115 pounds nmmomasulpbate . .. .. .... .. ...... . . . . .•.. .. ... .
lOl115pound§llJllIDOnia sulpbateandmixedmin ernls . ...........
11 2:Jo pounds ammonia sulphate and mixed minerals ......... . ...
12 Mixed minerals. .. .. ...................... ................ : ..
13 160 pounds nitrate soda .......... .. ......................• •..
1~160pounds~tratesodaand m!xedm~nerals ...... . ...... : .....
foS20ponndsmtrateso daandmu:.edmmerals ............. . . ....
Hl No m;rnure............ ........................ ..............
17 400 pounds tankage ...... ....... ...................... ......
18 400 pounds tankege and mixed minerals .......................
l!l 280 ponnds fish scrap ............. . .... . ............ . .•...•. .
20280poundsfish scrapand _m ixedminernls ... ......... ... ......
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16 .4 H.9
15.2 11.0
15 .6 11 . 7
14.9 10 .8
14.9 11.0
14.fi 10.5
14.9 11.1
15.6 . 11.8
15.6 11.8
14.8 10.7.
15 .1 11.1
15.2 11.4
15.1 11.5
11 .5
l~.l
fo.0 11 .0
12 . 3
1~.ll
fo. 7 12.0
15.0 11.1
15.6 11.9
15.7 11.!I
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,1.921.58
2.60
1.9d
2.00
1.75
1.79
1.82
I.93
1.92
i :95
1.90
1.1·6
l.63
1.5l!
1.89
l. t-9
1. 72
1.82
1.68
1.94 1.86

2.20
1.92
2.01
2.15
2 .21
. 1.9
1.87
1.88

mjnerals mean 480 lbs. acid :phosphate, II.JO lbs. sulfhate of pot.aall;.
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.276 72.83 27.17
12.5 .H34 6!1.71' 39.22
13:2 .287 79.10 20.90
11.2 .303 69.30 30.70
11.d .217 77 . . 22.12
l l.5 .403 70.97 29.03
11.5 .263 77.95 22.05
12.5 .227 79.24 20.26
11 3 .!109 93:30 6.7o
10.5 • .2i0 70 .65 29.35
12.0 .279 80.00 20.0o
12. 8 .2! 3 89.37 10.63
11.4 .292 85.60 14.40
11.0 .l/88 8~.66·19.44
76.~
71..J 10..0 .307 8a.ro 15.0o
76.8 10.0 .222 82.89 17 .1 1
76 .4 12.2 .286 1 89.11 10.f:!9
74.0 10':'4 .288 83.6!:! 16.~
76.2 10.1 .217 86.66 13.34
75.o 11.9 .2'27 11.lO.OO 00.0Q

78.G
72.3
75.0
72 . 5
73.d
72.3
74.5
75 .6
75. 6
72 .3
73.5
7il.O
76 . l
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The experiments with "no manure" may be taken as a
for compariison. No. 16 "no manure" is highest in
4:\ucrose and purity for the five year3. While the average of Nos.
-$ and 16, with the lowest tonnage is excelled by several.of the
fertilized experiments in sucrosa and purity. Sulphate of am·monia used in a double ration, mixed with mineral manures, has
.given the highest tonnage, followed closely by cotton seed meal
·mbted in similar proportions. Nitrate of soda (2 rations) with
mixed minerals bas given the high~t sucrose and purity, combin·
-ed, followed by tankage, fish scrap and cotton seed meal. How·e ver, the soil of the lower part of this and adjoining plats varies
-considerably in character from the rest of the plats and always
·has given canes lower in tonnage and higher in sucrose. There·
fore, any conclusions based upon slight differences of this kind,
may more properly be charged to variatio9 jn soils than to the
~:ffects of fertilizers. It will be seen from the above table, that
-while nitrogenous manures (alone) and mixed minernls (afone)
IJlave each greatly increased the tonnage ovu unmanured (the
\latter more so than the former) a combinationl of the two has
given generally further inc;reased resulra, and with frequently an
. increased sucrose and purity.
~tandard

1

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS.

The above are the averaged field and laboratory results.

It

bas already been said that the proximate elements of growth,

•

''carbohydrates and amides" become less and less as the plant '
matures. Could canes of perfect maturity be obtained, it would
doubtless be found that these substances had almost completely
disappeared. The percentages, therefore, of these ingredients in
a cane, approxii;nately measures the degree of maturity of that
cane. The average glucose for five years has been given in table
'.No. I, and was obtained from the expressed juices. In table No. II
'
results for the year 1894,
-will be found the field and laboratory
amide nitrogen found in
::i.nd
albumin9id
nitrogen,
also the total
the entire cane. The chips of each experiment, as they were
prepared for the diffusi?n battery, were carefully sampled, dried,
.and ground to a fine powJer and analyzed. The relative prop~·

136:3

tion Of amides to albuminoid ·nitrogen marks the degree of maotnrity, and h perhaps a better guide than the 'glucose, sine&
the former was ootained from the entire cane, while ~he latlierwas determined from the extracted juice.
Examining table No. II, it is found that the amides, likesucrose and glucose, vary mainly with the soil, yet within these
general variations are limited ones due entirely to kind or
fertilizer used. In e~ery instance where the nitrogenous fertiUzer-·
is used alone,:~he pe~centage of amides is low, rising with the ad·
dition of mixed minerals and falling again with the double ql\an·
tity of nitrogen ~ombined with the mixed minerals.
Comparisons ·of eYperiment,s Nos. 1, 2 and a,-5, 6 and 7,9, 10 and 11,-13, 14: and 15, with four kinds of nitrogen, will
show this.
Since 2 ratl.ons of nitt·ogen contain 48 pounds and 481>pounds acid phosphate, have 72 pounds of soluble pboepboric
acid and 100 poundss~lphate of potash, bave50 pounds of potash;.
it would seem that a combination of 1 part of nitrogen, 1t of phos·
phoric acid and one part of potash, would be the best to meet the·
nquiremen ts of tonnage and sucrose content. The following arethe average proportions of amides to total nitrogen in the experi·
·
ments:
No mo.nure ......... . .............. . . . .... . 18.66 per cent.
Mixed minerals .............. .............. 20 .66 "
Nitrogen (alone) .............. ............ 11\.77 "
1 ration nitrogen o.nd mixed minerals ....... 22. 23 ''
2 rations nitrogen and mixed minerals ...•... 19 .48 " '

a.mid.
"
"
"
"

The form of nitrogen pr·eferred by sugar cane is not easilyconjectured from these experiments, since the va.ria~ioos io soi) ,
render compal'lson of groups impracticable and misleading.
POTASSIO MANURES.

Plat III a has been devoted since 1890 to potassic fertilizers.
The plat was planted in cane in 1890, and continued through theftrst and second year stubbles. It was in corn and peas io 1893and returned to cane in 1894:, , preserving intact tlie sub plat&
The same manures have been placed upon these sub plats for
four years, and in 1893 the entire plat was devoted, without
manure, to corn and peas. The latter were buried under with a
fJur horse plow.
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The average of four years is given in' Table III, and the
results Of plant cane in 1894 with total albuminoids and amide
nitrogen, besides the usual laboratory anaJyses, are given in
'Table IV.
T AHLE I .I I •

..PLAT
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=

·~

!

II[

"A,"

OF EXPERIME NTS WITH POTASSIC FERTILIZER AVERAGED FOR FOUR YEARS .

RE~ULTS

•

'
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i

... .

~

FDTlLIZJ:BS

USED Pu Amu:.

Cl)

~

'
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0

~

I

·~
i:Q

~...

Q

f
Cl

~

6

9.!J'J
10.6
!:1 .8
10.67

1.8'
1.80
1.96

---- ---- -- -- -- - - - 1 ---210 pounds kainit •.......•..• ••••.•••.•. ••.••.•. 33.14. 14.4 11.03 1.67
2 210 pounds kainit and nitrogen phosphate ..... . .. . 34.84 18.15
S 420 pounds kai.nit and nitrogen phosphat~ .•. '. •••.. 3~ .87 13.12
4 NJtrogeu phosphate ............ ............ ...... 32.47 13.65
6 ISO pounds sulphate potash .. . ......•..•..• •••.... : . S0.32
6 Nitrogen phosphate and 50 pounds sulfthate potash. 33.29 13 ,25
'7 Nitrogen phosphate and 100 pounds su phate votash. 32.94 13 42
8 Nomannre ........••... ..••••...... .••••••••• ••. S0.81 rn.69
9 00 pounds nitrate potash . . .... . ............ ...... S0.20 14.1
} Nitrogen pliosphate and 50 pounds nitrate potash .• 34.87 14.0
11 Nitrogen phosphate and 100 pounds nitrate potash. 31.47 13.52
l! Nitrogen £hosphate . ............ ............ . . ... 31. 70 14 .15
l 200 pouo s cotton seed hull ashes ....••.•..• : .•••• 31. 7 14.07
H Nitrogen phosphate and 2001 cotton 'leed hull ashes. :n. 50 14.13
cotton seed bull ashes. 33 . 73 14.25
' j Nitrogen pbvspbate and 200
16 Nitrogen phosphate and 108 pounds nitrate potash ...•.•. .46
• 7 Nitrogen phosphate 1ind 210 poundA nitrate pot.ash. :14 . 70 14

This contradicts the results of 1894.
\

'

••

9.4

1.40
~.Ot

9.25 3.98
10.14 1.89
10.70 l.46
14.4 1.87
10.2 1.87
10:4 1.90
10.50
10 .5 1.86
10.5 1.8

....

10.80 l.M
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l 210 pounds kainit .....................• ... .. •••.••.•••.. . .... ·. ; .•.
2 210 pounds kainit and "nitrogen phosphate ...•. ••.•...... ... ... .... .
3 20 ponnds kainit and nitrogen phosphate .... .. . .............•.•...
4 Nitrogeu phosphate... • . . • . . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ....•..........
(> f>O pounds sulphate potash .......•..•..•....••..• .... . •••••.......
f 50 pounds sulph11te potash and nitrogen pl:ospbate .....•• .•. ••••. ..
7100 pounds sulphate potash and nitrogen phosphate ...... . .....•... .
8No manure. ••....•...•••.••....• •.........•............ ...•......
9 50 pounds muri'lte potash. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . ... . ..... ....•..•. •••••.
10 50 pounds muriate potatih and nitrogen phosphate •.• . .... .. . ••..•.
1l 100 pounds muriate potash and nitrogen phosphate ••••....••••. •. . . .
12 Nitrog+·n fihosphate.. . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . .. . . • . • . • • • • • . • • • • • • .•...
13 200 poun s.ootton seed hull ashPs •....... ~ ...................... ...
H 200 pounds cotion seed hull ashes and nitrogen mixture ......•.•. .••.
15 2(1() pounds cotton seed hull ashes and nitrogen phosphate .... ..•.....
16 108 pounds nitrate potash and nitrogen phosphate .••.•.•.••..•••..•.
17 210 p-O'Ollll8 nitrnte pot.Mb ftWf nitrogen phnRpbate ................ . ..
*:iit.rogen J>hosphate meaua ~

~
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14.5
13.9
13.9
13.5
13.9
13.0
12.9
13 .3
14 .0
12.!:I
13.1
13.5
13.5
13.f>
13.4
13.5
36.4 12.9

:n-

:\7 .8
38 .6
:iS.1
Sti.05
42.1
38.4
37.0
35.3
39.3
36 .5
36.8
34.4
36 .1
39.5
37.8

sulfhnte ~ouja, t6() Jl>s. acid t>h?Bphaw.

00

1.671.tiO .72.6
1.56 74. l
2.00 72 .6
1.83 77.7
2 .20 70.0
2 .3
68 .9
2.02 71.4
1.86 l 2
2.25 6 .9
2.10 69 .4
2.0-l 7l. l
. U!6 73.3
1.9d 71.l
i.es 71.6
1.86 71.8
9.1 1.98 70.3

11.4

10.1
10.3
9.!!
10 .8
9.1
8.9
9.5
10.4
8.9
9.1
9.6
9.9
9.6
9.6
9.7

.3tl
.3:J4,
.304
.269
.364
.402

.324
.283
.409

.318
.3ll
.268
.293
.339
.283
.271

.298

.227
.200

.217
.203
.170
.158
.203

.173
.188
.198
.2il

.156

.175
.124
.1.166
.206

.148
.153

.oo;;
.120
.151
.085
.000

....c.o
....0
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The first deduction from these tables is that the application
potassic fertilizer-s alone is without efftlct on the tonnage,
@ometimes apparently decreasing it., wit1i increase of sucrose
purity and albuminoid nitrogen. In combination with nitrogen
phosphate similar resultis are obtained as under nitrogenous plat,
but no clue can be obtained as to a preference for either form orquantity. These tables are given more for future reference than
for present pract.ical bene~t. Next year other plats in the fer·
·
tilized series will be investigated.

~f

-ORGANIC SOLIDS NOl' SUGA.R3 IN CANE JUICE.
PART I. NITROGENOUS SUBSTANOES.
BY DR. WALTER MAXWELL.

•

It ha.s been known that cane juice contains, in addition to
-cane and glucose sugars and mineral bodies, a very notable quan·
'tity of n~n-crystallizable organic substances which have been
eollectively described as "Organic Solids Not Sugars." ~he
.comparative amounts of those bodies present in the juice have .
been found to vary in the several kinds and with the differing
·degrees of development of cane. A part of those organic solids
contain nitrogen, and that part has been ·understood as albumi·
.nous matters, or "albuminoids." The remaining portion, which
is free from nitrogen, has gener,ally been ·called, on account of
the slimy and adhesive nature, ''gnms."
From cane juice moderately rich in cane sugar, hut· containing. large .quantities of glucose and organic non.sugars, great
<difficulty bas been experienced in recovering a reasonable yield
<>f the cane sugar present, becau3e of the action of the non·
crystallizable organic bodies in preyentiug its crystallization.
Whether it is the glucose or the organic solids not sugars, or
bo~h, which preven~ the crystallization of the cane sugar is not
in any d~gree clearly known. There are opibions, but few data
bearing upon this question. Until the nature a?d properties of
.all t}Je organic substances contained in the juice are known it
'Will not be possible to determine which are exerting the greater

I
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effect in holding back the cane sugar from crystallizing ; nor
shall we be able to devise effective modes of clarification and1
removal without, in the first place, understanding what are tbebodies and impuritie s which we must,remove.
In these investigations the organic $olids not sugars are• being considered in the two classes which have been mentioned.
I. Nitr~genous substances, or the so called albu~inoid
I
bodies.
II. Non nitrogenous matters, or ·an those substances which.
have usually been named "gums.'.'
In the work conducted so far, consideration bas been given
' almost exolusiveiy to the nitrogenous matters contained in th&
juice, with only incidental allusion to the "gums," which a1So.
'111 be fully examined in their turn.
• A very definite knowledge of . the proportion of nitrogen·
contained in ·the cane, and in the juice, has been aftordcd by
genei·al estimations, and especially by the dP;terminations mad&
by this Station of the nitrogen found in the cane in' its severali
stages of development. In all these estimations, however, it bas.
been as.sumed that the nitrogen was wholly present in the albu·
minons form, and the per cent; of nitrogen found wa8 used t;o.
express the amonnt of albuminoids in the juice. In this work
it bas been attempted to ascertain if that assumption is correct';.
or whether the nitrogen present in the cane is in part found in
the form of other chemical compounds, and not exclusively as.
albuminoids, which, physiologically, would hardly be expected.
Moreover, because of the,statementiS of several planters, who.
have had experience in working can~ with the mill and also by
diffusion, a comparative examination has been made of th&
solids not sugars contained in mill and· diffusion juices. Great
difticulty bas been met in ,obtaining as good a clarification of
dift'usiou juice as is usually made with mill juice, the troublebeing that the impurities in the diffusion juice do not coagulat&
as completely an<\ form a "blanket " which can be ea8Uy and
folly removed. This peculiar behavior of diftusion juices l'D
the clariflers can be possibly due te the following c1uses : ·
Extraction by diffusion may take out of the <)ane certain Im·
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purities in excess of the proportion in which they are found ja
milled juice; or (especially by diffusion at high temperature s)
other substances may be coagulated and left behind in the e11li~
and leas of those substances will be contained in the dit'f11&i011
juice than are found in normal mill juice; both of these ~ausEll
'inay operate, however. E.<perience bas indica.ted that the relative proportions of the several kinds of impurities in which they
are Cl)ntained in the normal mill juice are apparently those most
favorable to the best clarification. OL1r investigations ,a.re at- .
tempting to learn if these indications of experience are alt~gether
coirect; and if correct, to explain why they are ; and also t&
suggest to practical sugar chemists and managers new methods of
handling juices which are refractory in the clarifiers.
NITROGENOUS ORGANIC SUBSTANCES IN CANE. JUICE.

We have said that the nitrogen found in the cane or juice,
has hitherto been fstim ated as exclusively present in the form o1.
arnuminoids. The chemistry of plants, and of plant life, suggestl
to us that the nitrogen may al~o be present in someothero rgan:e
forms, and that the relative proportions of albuminoids and other
nitrogenous organic bodies contained in thejuice will be regulated
by the age and developmen t of the cane. 1
This work was begun on the day of the commencement ef the
grinding season at the Ex:periment Station, and in order that it
shoald be conducted with samples of juice obtained· tbrouglt the
se~on from November to January inclusive, certain part.icalar.
"runs" were made w.ith the d-iffnsion battery, and npoo. tJae
"purple" and ''stl'iped" varieties of cane, and during tit_,
"runs" t!amples were taken as the juice left the battery; aga.i~
after leaving tl\e olarifiers, and finally in the form of syrup. TIM
small samples of juice taken e'\Tery few minutes, for erlllllple,
from the battery, were mixed together and the samples opoo
which these investigaton s were made were taken from the whole,
and Tere strictly an average of the juice of the whole ''rlln."
The same mode of sampling was followed with olarifieQ juices .
and syrups. The ''runs" made in the Station sngar house, however, were short, and do not compare with the work of large

..

I I
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f..1ctories. As it bas already been said, correspondi ng·samples of
mill juice were taken from the 'Chips before they entered the
battery, and the results of the examination of the mill juice were
made the basis and standard of comparison of the results obtained
in the investigatio n of the pi:ffusion and clarified juices, and of
:the syrups.
Jn the study of the milled juice, the object was to ~certain
more definitely the nature of the organic nivrogenous substances
present, and to determine whethe1 the l'itrogen was contained ,in
.other organic forms as well as albuminoid s; ai;id all this with a.
view of modifying our methods of clarifying if the results should
suggest any change.
The diffusion juice was examined side by side with the mill
juice in order to see if it differed, and in what way, in its con· .
tent of nitrogeno.us substances in comparison with the normal
·mm jnice, and also to learn any cause why the diffusion juice
should be more difficult to handle in the cla'rifiers.
The further study oftbe cl~rified jnices and syrups was con.
tinned with the purpose of ascertaining more clearly the action
.of the chemical reagents, and of our common methods, used in
~larification upon the nitrogenous bodie::i present in the juice.
In or~er that the results obtained with the mill, diffnsion,
and clarified juiCPs and syrups be strictly comparative the pro·
proportions of n,itrogen found must be·estimated up9n th~ basis ·
.of the total solids contained in each kind of j niQe, since the di.ffu.
~ion juice not only differs in de~s1ty from the mill j~ice, :but
varies in itself according to the the amcµnt of dilution, which
eannot be constant.
The first "runs" upon both striped and purple canes were
made in the eeeond week of November. The relative amounts of
11itrogen (determined by the ori~inal Kjeldahl method) found in
the JDill and diffusion juices were:
'

Juice.
I

I

Striped.
(Nitrogt'n.)

Purple.
(Nitrogen.)

Mill (100 cc.}
0.03156 grams.
0.0322 g1·ams.
.Diffusion (100 cc.)
0.0350 grnms.
o.03g2 grams. •
If these amounts of nitrogen were considered, as they have
hitherto been, as albuminoid nitrogen, arid the albu•ninoids cal.
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by multiplying with the factor 6, the~ the assumed per
cent. of albuminoids contained in the juice, an~ the proportioo
of the total solids in the juice , which are called albuminoids,
would be as follows :
cula~d

'-

STRIPED.

.

Purple.

'

JUICE.

'

-----Mill. ... ......•••

'

Albuminoids
in juice.

Albuminoids
in total solids.

Albuminoids
in juice.

Albuminoids·
in total solids.

------ - -

per cent. 1. 26 per cent. 0.193 per cent. 1. 34 per cent.
Diffusion ......... 0.210 per cent 1. 40 per cent. 0.199 per cent 1.40 per cent.
0 . ~89

The total solids in the juice of the striped cane were 15.0.
.p er Cflnt., and in the purple 14 4 per cent.8. (the diffusion juices
are i·educed to the density of mill juices in calculation.) From thetable it is seen .that the proportions of albuminoids in the juices
9f the purple and stripen canes slightly varied, out }"hen ca.lculated to the total solids contained in the juices of the t.wo varieties they were identidl. The A.mounts of albuminoids fonnd are
• slightly lower than those given by other chemists. This is
chiefly owing to , ~he circumstance that I have calculated thealbuminoids from the nitrogen by multiplying with the factor 6;.
' which is the mean between 5.75 and 6.25, and physiological
c.nemists have found that the al bu minoids vary in their content.
of nitrogen corresponding to the difforeuce in those facton It.
is ~hus safer to use the mean factor until the character of the
· ~ne albuminoid.s has been determined.
The table of results given pre ·supposes that the nitrogen irl
the juice is all albuminous. An examination was made to see if
the bitberto accepted suppositions were correct. . This was done
by determining the amount of nitrogen actually present in the
juice a.S albuminoid·nitrogen, and comparing this with the total
nitrogen al.ready fo~nd. '.!;he Stutzer method was used in estimating the albuminoid nitrogen as copper-albuminates, the factor &
being adopt.Ed in the calculation.
ThE' following table gives the results of the examination:
I

r· '

.,
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STRIPED.

lmci:.
Total Nitrogen .

--0. 03156 grnmR.

MiJl (100 cc.).
Di1fuslon . ... 0.0350 grams.

.

P URPLE.

Albuminoid
.Nitrogen.
0.0112 llt'ams.
0.0081 grams.

Total Nitrogen.

Albuminoid.
~itrogen.

-----

0.0322 'grl,'mR, 0.011046 irams.
0. 033~ grawe. O.O<kl36 grams.

:Before commenting upon th~e re~mlts it will be well to first
9')uvert them into a form which more clearly indicates their
meaning. A further short table will do that for us: '

··.

STRIPED.

ktcm.

Albuminoide
in Juice.

PURPLE.

Albuminoids
in total solids.

Albuminoids
in Juice.

Albuminoids
in tutal 10lid11.

U.3'1 per cent.

0.050 per cent.

0 . 46 per cent.
0. 35 per cent.

- - - -- ------- ----0.063 per cent.. 0. 44 per cent. O.Ofi6 per cent.

Jrill .........

Dihsion ... . 0 .040 per cent.

ll'be last table sh'ows that the per cent. ~f albuminoi<ls, in

~Jation to the total solids, contained in the 'juice of the striped

eane is 0.44 per cent., and in the purple 0.4:6 per cent.
Another table will now give the relative amounts of albumi·
:aoids, which latter ttie estimation of the albuminoids has shown to
le present, in 100 parts of the nitrogenous matters present in the
18Jtejuice:
STRIPED.

kw-.

.

.~

Albuminoicls. ,Non-albumino1ds.

~

,..,

PURPLE.

Albuwino1di..

Non-albuminoids.

----- - --- - - ---- - - -

'Sil ..... : ....... 35 .0 per cent 65 .0 per cent. 34 . 3 per oent. 65.7 per cent,
:»l~lon .. .. ••. . l?4 .3 per cent. 75. 7 per cent. 2ti. O per cent, 75 0 per cent.
I

All the tables of results given show that the nitrogen present
'r.e ~ne juice is not wholly in the form of albuminoids, and
ahe last table indicates that only about one third of the total •
•Un>gen is albuminoids nitrogen, and ,that two ·thirds of t~e
•itrQgen is present in che~ical compounds of which, hitherto,
no account has been taken. Wtiat those chemical compounds
we will be considered later.
One very noteworthy feature expressed in the two last tables
5 t.he marked difference in the composUion of 't he nitrogenous

»

'

I

i

I
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bodies contained in the mill and diffusion j nices. It is shown
t at the nitrogenous matters in the mill juice are composed of
one third albuminoids and two thirds non-albuminoids whilst the
diffµsion juice shows only one-fourth albuminoids and thl'eefourtbs non albuminoids. These results lead us back t.o an in·
troductory remark, viz.: ' 1Diffusion may t-ake out, particularly ,
.at high temperaturefl1 more of .some bodies and less of others than
:are found in the normal mill juice."
The results given in the previous tables were obtained by
<1i:ft'usion with cold water, no heat having been' turned on the
battery. To observe the action of a higher temperature in diffu·
sion upon the nitrogenous bodies contained in the cane a "run"
was made with the battery kept uniformly at 150° F. Several
runs were also made at still higher tern peratures, but the absence
, of uniformity of temperature in those makes it' better to confine
the comparison to the run mad~ with cold water and the run at
16()0 F. These two runs were made with purple cane, and on
November 10th and 13th, respectively.' The analyses were made
in all examples with 100 · cc. of juice' atid the calculations as
already said ai·e made in relation to the total solide·in the juice,
which
in this table are 9.8 per cent.
I
RUN
NITJIOOEN.

L

Cold diffusion.

RUN

II.

DiJfnllion at
11>0 F.

Total nitrogen in 100 co. juice......... . ....... 0.02-26 grams. 0.03U9 grams.
Albnminoid-nitroJ).en in 10o cc. juice.......... . 0.0057 grams. 0.00381 grams.
Albuminoid in total solids ... . ....••.••.••. ... , 0.45 per cent. 0.2'J per eent.

In this table it is shown that diffusion ~t 150° F. brought
oat or' the cane almost double the amount of nitrogen found in the
oold water diffusion juice. It is farther shown, !ind this result is
very noteworthy, that the proportion of albnminoids brought oat
by the cold water diffusion is nearly double the proportion ex·
tracted with bot water. We have here the most striking proof
that di:ft'usion at :fiigh temperatures brtngs out more nitrogen
than diffusion at low temperature, and than milling does. Also
h :gh temperature causes the battery to bold bark a large part of
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'the albuminoids in: the cane, and to extract a great excess of
those nitrogenous bodies which are not albuminoids. One more
brief table will present this more clearly: In 100 parts of the
nitrogenous bodies in the juicesDIFFUSION.

Albuminoids.

Non-Albuminoids.

With cold water.. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. • . .
At 150 degrees F..... .. ......... .. .. .. .

25 . 0 per cent.
10.9 per cent.

75.0 per cent.
k9 .1 per cent.

In speaking of the excess of nitrogen taken out by diffusion
in comparison with the nitrogen found in the normal mill juice,
an explanation is nece.ssary here. Iu the tables given showing
the nitrogen contained in the mill and diffusion juices, in obtain·
•
ing the samples of the mill juice a. two·roller band mill WM used.
This small mill expr~·SSef! little more than one half of the juice in
the cane, and t.here was some doubt whether this juice was a fak
sample. It could contain more of some bodies and less of others.
than a sample which bad been obtained by a mill that expressed
more nearly the whole of the juice. In Januar! the new nine·
roller mill ca,me to the Station, and an examination was ·ma.de of
the nitrogenuus bodies contained in the juice from this nine roller
mill, which expressed about 90 per cent. of the total juice, in
comparison with those bodies found in the juice obtained by dif·
.fusion from the same cane. In grinding with the large mill, ho~
and cold water were used which not only increased the extraction
to what bas been stated, but gave to the jui,ce somewhat the
charact~r of"the diffusion juice. The following table shows the
nitrogen contained in the juices obtained ·by diffusion at 11>0° F.~
with the mill and cold 'water maceration, and' the mill with hot.
water maceration :
JUICES,

Diffusion at
150 degrees .!!'.

Mill, cold
maceration.

Mill, hot
maceration.

- ' ·--- - ------ --------------·-Total nitrogen in 100 cc. juice... 0.06352 grams 0,.059•9 grams, 0.06238 grama.•
nitrogen 100 ~c . juicelO. 01856 grams. tl. 028:!7 gram11. O. 03060 grams.
AJbum~o~dB in total solids in { 0. 76 per cent. 1.16 per cent. 1.27 per cent.
the JUiee. ... • .• . •• . .•• • • S

Albumino~d
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In another table these results can be expressed more briefly,
@howing the relative proportions of albnminoids and non·albumi·
noids in 100 parts of the nitrogenous bodies_present in those
juices:
'-·

Albu'minoids.

J UICES.

Non.Albuminoids.

1------·
- -·- - - - - - -- ---- -- -per---69 . 6 per cent.
cen t.

Di:llusion .........• ,. . • • . . • • • • • • . • . . .
Mill (cold mace1"11tion) . ..•.......•. •.. .
Mill (warm mnoeration) . ... ... · "' . . . ...

~0.4

#

48. 4 per cent .
49.0 per cent.

51. 6 per cent.
51. 0 per cent.

It i'.nust flr1:1t be said that the "bot maceration" was n'ot really
hot. The warm water added did not very materially raise the
temperature of the bulk of the juice, and it is seen that the "hot"
.and "cold" water added give very nearly the same result~, the
warm water dissolving a little more albu~inoids, and yet not
warm enough to coagulate those bodies, which, it is again shown,
was clear)y done by the diffusion at 150° F. The comparison of
the results obtained with the juice from the nine roller mill and
-diffusion juice brings out the same facts, in a modified form,
. which were shown by the small hand mill in comparison wUh dif·
fusion, viz.: Diffusion extracts more total nitrogen than is ex·
pressed by the mpl; and also d_iffosion, when conducted at a
temperature high enough to coagulate the albuminoids, leaves a
large propo,rtion' or thoee bodies behind in the chi ps, and at the
same time dissolves out an excess of the non albuminous nitrogen
bodi~. The action of the diffusion upon the nitrogenous im ·
parities present in cane juice, which has been shown, suggests an
explanation of the cause why diffusion juices do not clarify as
readily as mill juice does. The albuminoids al'e the bodies
"Which coagulate and form the "blanket" when the juice is heated
in the clarifiers.' When the albuminoids coagllh\te and rise to
the surfa~e most probably they lift many of the mucilaginous
(gums) bodies with them, and this r have proven to be the case
where lime is acting with heat upon those bodies in cla.rification.
Diffusion coagula es and leaves the albuminoids largely behind
-:in the chips, however, and their good effect in the clarifiers is
lost. Moreover, diffusion extract.s an exces.'\ of those nit rogen
not coagulate
bodies which are not albuminoide, and which

do

,,
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and become removed by our clarification methods. With our
present knowledge, the explanation given, "why diffusion juices
are more difficult to handle in clarification than mjll juice," ap·
pears to be the most probable one.
THE CHEMICAL NATURE OF THE NON-ALBUMINOID NITROGENOUS.
BODIES IN CANE JUICE.

These bodies, vegeLable chemistry snggests, could compriE&
amide c9mpounds, small amounts of alkaloids, salts of nitric
a;cid and ammonia. I found but a mere tra~e of an alk aloi<l
body present, and no ammonia. And as several chemists havefound no nitric acid in their analysis of the mineral acids
present in cane juice, no account was ta.ken of mineral nitrogen,.
the research being directed to the evident presence of large
quantitieR of amide bodies.
Samples of cane juice we\'e treateg with sub·acetate of lead
and all the impurities removed whic~ that reagent precipitates
(the amides are not thrown down with lead acetate). After filtra·
tion the excess of lead was removed from the filtrate with sulphide of hydrogen. Tpe clear cane juice, from which most of
the organic impurities bad been removed, was treated with
nitra.te of mercury, which is the characteristic precipitant of the
amide bodies. The mercury nitrate at once sh~wed the presen(&
of notable quantities of amides.
As the amide compounds are always more largely prese~t in
vegetable organisms in the early stage of growth, quantitfes of
very young cane "suckers" were collected, and an investigation
made with this material. Orys1iallized preparations were obtained
of asparagin directly, and without prtcipitation with mercury
nitrate.
1
The discovery of asparagin in the fresh juice of the suckers
and cane lee\ me to look for aspartic acid in samples of cane mo·
lasses, and crystallized preparations were obtained. Asparagin&
is converted into aspartic acid under the action of alkalies and
beat, and this conve11'ion will more or less completely take plac&
jn the clarifiers, thus causing the presence of aspartic acid in the
mola.sses:
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CO-NH2
·
00-0H
Cl ~Ha (N H2) CO-OH
-1 -H~ 0 =C2H3 (NH2) CO-OH-]-NH a
Asparagine.
Aspartic acid .
\

.A.sparagine is almost invariably accompanied by glutamine,
which is an amide closely allied to asparagine, and although not
yet identified, it is almost certain to be present in cane juice.
Gh~tamine yields glutamic acid when heated with lime water:
CaH5 (NH2) 88=~: 2 - j-H2 0=0aH 6 (NH~) gg=g~-1-NHa
Glutamine.
Glutamic acid.

'1

' from th~ cane juice,
The pr,e parations of amides obtained
whe,n heated with lime water, yielded free ammonia., which is
given off when amides having the given molecula~ constitution '
areheated with lime or baric hydrate. 'Ve have here an explana.·
tion of the giv~ng off of animonia, which sugar makers have
spoken of as taking place in the clarifiers and effects: When
lime is itdded in the clarifiers and the heat is turned on, the
amides containing two atoms of nitrogen are attacked, and are
caused to yield up one a.tom, which is loosely conn~cted with the
amide body, and that is given off in the form ofammonia. Scien·
tifically speaking, one amidogen is displaced by a hydroxyl
radicle, which is shown in the formul re of asparagine and glutamine given.
The lime which is used in the clarifiers can also act.upon the .
albuminoid bodies, when ammonia is also given off as one of the
decomposition products. In order ~ observe the action of the
lime apon the albuminoids, whilst studying the precise effect of'
that reagent upon the amides in the cane juice, the albuminoids
1 were determined in given samples of juice before, and again after,
boiling those juices for one hour UPder a condenser, with lime ad·
ded to slight alkalinity. At the end of one hour 18.6 per cent.
ot'the albuminoids in the juice had been converted by the lime
into amides and some free ammonia. These factB indicate that
care is required in using lime iu clarification ; and it is clearly
suggested t·hat as soon as the "blanket" is formed it should be
re9-loved and not oroken up, by turning on the steam in the clari·
1lers to a boil. If that is done the "blanket" is,broken to pieces,
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,
decompose some of the
will
lime
the
with
apd the great beat
albuminoi ds.
In the vegetable organism tbe :imide 'todies bear a rel 1tion to
the albuminoids, and e:x;ercise a function, similar to'. hat of glucose
to ,starch and cane sugar. In the mature seed the nitrogen is
present very chiefly in the form of 11lbumi~1oids; when the seed
germinate s the albaminoj ds under the action of the vegP.table
ferments, gradually become oxydized and resolved into these
:Several kinds of amides. The amides being water soluble bodies,
are easily t~nsported to different parts of the plantlet and
fnrnisb the nitrogen necessary to its growth, behaving in these
respects like glucose, which body furnishes material for both the
nitrogeno us and non· nitrogenous tissues of plaotJ. . When the
plant develops and finally approache s maturity, the excess of
amide bodies disappear s, these bodies, in union with carboby.
-Orates, undergoin g a process of reduction, whereby they r!.wert to
'the albumiuoi d form. According to this mq<le of reversion we
should not only expe<·.t to find a maximum amount of amides in
the young suckers, but on the other haqd, as the ()ane comes to
maturity, we Eh.ould fiud the proportion of amides decreasing
albumi·
and an increase
. of the same proportio n in the amount ofactually
noids. The following hrief table will !'how what was
-o~served at different ages and stages of development, between
Novembe r and January inclusive. The anaiyses were made with
mill juice from purple cane that had ~ot been injured by frost.
The figures give the alburoicoi ds .and amides in 100 parts of the
· nitrogeno us substances :

.

~l

umin9ids.
November 10th...... ............ ......... 31 .3 pElr cent.
.January 19th...... ............ .. ......... 48. 4 per cent.
January 30th...... ............ ........... 57.1 per cent..

Amides.
65. 7 per cent.
51. 6 per cent,
42 . 9 per cent.

In countries where the cane reaches a greater maturity than
in Louisiana before it is worked the albuminoi ds will still further

predomin ate.
The compos~tion of the nitrogenous bodi~ found in the clari·
1ied juices may now ht·considered. This will be most readily done
by giving the estimation of total nitrogen and alburhinoids, and
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observing what changes have been caused in the clari.fiers in the
total a:nd relativ e amount.s of the nitrogenous matter$. In the
following tables the data relate to the clarified juices of Run I
and Run II, which juices correspond to the diffusion juiceFI or
those "runs, " and to which the first tables given were devoted ..
The analyses show the nitrogen contained in 100 cc. of juice, and
the calculations are based upon the total solids of the origina l
mill juices obtained from the cane in the "rans. "
RuN ll.

RUN!.

JUICES,

Striped cane, Purple cane,
Total nitrogen. Total nitrogen.

--------- - - - - -- - - -1- - - -I-'- ---- -

Mill juice (100 cc.) ..•.... •· .. • .. •...•.. , ........ 0.'13156 grnms.
0 .(13220 jlr8.ms.
Diffusion (100 cc.) ........ · .. · .••..•.. ....•... . O.OS50 ~ms
0.03320 grams.
Ola.rifted (100 cc.) ....•.•. ····•• . . ........ ...... 0.0230 grams.
0.0~05

grams.

Both in the example of the striped a:ld purple cane juices a.
decrfase in the total nitrogen of one thiri the amoun t had taken
place.
The following table gives the albuminoids in the clarified
juice and their per cent. of the total solds; compared with the
mill and diffusion juices :

I

.RUN I.

JUiom.

81'.IUPED CANE.

RUN

II.

PuBPLE

0.t.Nm.

Albnminoid.s in Albuminoids in Albuminoids in Albuminoida in.
juice.
total solids.
juice.
total solids.

------------------Mill ........ ..... 0.063pe rcent.
0.44per cent.

0.066pe rcent.
Diffusion ....... 0.048 per cent. 0.34 per cent. o.oriOper ct-nt. 00.46per cent.
.35 per cent.
Clo.rifted ........ 0.010 per cent. , 0.07 per cent. 10.008 per cent. 0.0l:i
per cent.

In 100 varts of the nitrogenous matters contained in the mill,.
diffusion and clarified juices the relativ e proportions of the alb,u·
minoids and amides were as follows :
RUN I.

Jutom.
/

STRIPED 0.&NE.

Rmi II.

.PuRPI.E

CA.NB.

,

Albuminoid.s.

Amides.

-----Mill ........
.... 35.0 percent . 6.'l.O percent .

Albuminoid&.

Amid~.

-

3t.3 per cent. 65. 7 per cent.
Diffusion ....... 24.S per cent. 75. 7 per cent. 25.0 per cent. 75.0 per cent. '
Clarided ........ 5 .1 per cent. 94. 9 per cent. ~.2 per cent. 95. 8 per cent.

·.

.

'
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Juices a~e only reproIn these tables t~e analyses of th~·
duced.in orCler to offer a complete ·view of the whole, but the
piesent comparisons are to be made .between the diffusion and
..
''
clarified juice~.
nitrogen
total
the
that
shows
tables
The first of these three
fouad in the diffusion juices wa.s reduced by one third in the
clarifie1'8. The second table shows that the clarifiers did not
remove all the albumlnoids, about one fifth of the total amount
being still left in the juice. E~periment allows us to believe
that the four fifths of the albuminoids, which are shown by
analysis to hH.ve disappeared, have been clJiefly remov,ed from
thejuice, although an experiment has already been mentioned
which showed that lime in the clarifie1'S can convert some alb\l•
minoids into amides, but the action of lime is comparatively
slow upon the albuminoids, and very n:iuch more rapid in con·
verting asparagine into aspartic acid. The decreased quantity
of albuminoids found in the clarified juice then m~y be said to
be dne chiefly to the actual removal of the greater part from the
juice, and to a converEion of a small part into amides.
The decrease in the total nitrogen 'found in the clarifi~d in
comparis:>n with the diffusion juice is owirig to the remoral of
the largest par~ of the albuminoids ; to the conversion of a small
part ofabuminoids into amides, whereby some free ammonia is
given off; and to the conversion of asparagine, and pos.qib1y
glutamioe, into aspartic and glutamic acid 0 , in which rea<.'tions
free amtnonia is also given off. Just how much of' the albumi·
noids were converted into amides and ammonia, and how much
asparagine into ~partic acid, it was Impossible to ascertain in the
attempt to keep up with the sugar 'house run: Only the most
careful laboratory experiments could furnish reliable data
thereon.
Up'ln the di~cover'y of large quantities of amide bQdies in
cane j nice the question ·arose : How are the nitrogenous bodies
in the jnice to be c~lcnlated from the nitrogen found t , The albu·
estimation, the calculation
miooids are determined by absollite
1
1
being made by multiplying the albumin~os ,nitrogen with the
_factor 61 which I have considered to be the safest number to use

mill

I
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(the albumi noid estiimation may be a little top high where asparic
acid is p1esent,· because of tbe liabilit y of that acid, ia s<'me con·
ditions, to Corm an insoluble asparta.t-e of copper ; the error is
not certain , and in any case a small one, not seriously affecting
the correctness of the albumi noid determ ination ). The sum of
the atomic values of a molecule of aapara gine is 132, aad aspara ·
gine contain ing two atoms of nitrogen the latter would be 28.
·Therefore 132 divide d by 28 equals 4. 7. The molecular value of
asparti c acid is 183; but asparti c acid cootain i only one atom of 1
nitrog en; th.erefore 133 divide d by 14 equals 9 5. So that the
factor for calcula ting aspara gine from the nitrogen found would
be 4.7 ; and the factor for asparti c acid 9 5. I believe, however,
that the common factor 6 may be gener51lly used in calcula ting
all the nitrogen in fresh juice and for the reason that in the fresh
,.
juice the amides will be chiefly aspara giae, althou gh some aspa.r·
tic acid is found. lo' the clarified juice, and par:ticularly where
heavy liming and hard boiling have been practic ed the albumi noids
will have been almost wholly removed, and the sspara gine will
have been conver ted almost wholly into asparti c add, in which
case the factor 9. 5 will be not far from correct . This short ex·
pla.nation, I think, will be enough withou t using• time further
upon the more scffinti:fic features of the work.
Numer ous experi ments were made in the labora tory upon
processes for removi ng the amide bodies from the jnice in clari·
ika.tion. An experi ment was also made in the sugar house, 600
pounds of low grade molasses being ui;ed, and any statem ent will
be limited to this test on the larger scale. The comp,ositi~n of
the molasses was as follows: Total solids were 468 pounds, of
which 2}6 pounds were sucrose, 180 pounds glucose, and 42
pounds of organi c solids n~t sugars. By a proces.q which at
presen t is too imperf ect to justify the use of time in explain ing,
I succeeded in removi ng 40 ponnds of those impuri ties, which
weight include d not only the amides, but also all of the so called
"gums .'' After removing these organi c impuri ties, the sugar
liquid was boiled down in the small pan, and althou gh a small
grain began to form; the grain would not gro~ and the boiling
was stoppe d when about 5 gallons Of dens~ syrup contain ing
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small grain were taken out of the pan. This dense syrup stood
in my laboratory, under every variatiori of temperature, for
~ight weeks, when it was found that an excellent crystallization
had taken place. The sugar was swung out in the centrifugal
and 53 ·per cent. of the whole was obtained. Had there been
enough of the syrup to ·fill a wagon, and it had been kept in the
hot room, the yield would have been necessarily much larger. I
do not think it advisable to say more about this experiment un·
til it is repeated and under more ' exact conditions. The first
p~rt of these investigatio ns may be summed up by repeating that
the nitrogenous impurUies contained in the cane juice are composed of about one·third of albuminoids and about two· thirds of
amide bodies. Also that all the amide bodies, with a small part
-of the albuminoids, by our present methods of cli:r.ritication, are
not removed, but pass into the ma.sse cuite and molasses. The
amides and also the gum~ can be removed by a process which
req ufreB, further consideration.
·

II PART-ORG A.NIC SOLIDS Nor, SUGARS IN OANE
JUICE. ,N ON-NITRO GENOUS MATTERS.

The ~tudy of the organic solids not sugars in cane juice was
taken up at the beginning of the .grinding season of 1893-94:.
Because of the magnitude of the subject, only one part of it was
approached at that time, and the second part of the iu vestigation
was conducted during the grinding season which has just clos~d.
In the first paper upon this subject, our attentiotl was exclusively confined to the "nitrogenou s bod~s" contained in the
juice.
,
In this paper the "non-nitrogenous bodies" will be spoken of,
which bodies are known to sugar makers as "gums." The nitro·
genons bodies, wh:ch it was shown are composed of albnmrnoids
and amide3 and the gummy bodies, form the chief impurities that
are encountered in sugar home work.
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NON-NITROGENOUS IMPURITIES OR 80-0ALLED GUMS.

An examination of these bodies can not be made µntil they
are separated from the juice. In making the separation it is neces'
no change is caused in
sary to make use of a method by which
the composition of the gums. The method. used was briefly, as
follows: About 150 gallons of mil I juice were slowly evaporated
to a density of 50 degrees Brix. Dndug the evaporation no reagent
was used to remove.impul'ities, · but the albnminoids, which were- '
coagulated and brought to the surface by heating, were skimmed
off. This natural syrup, of the density stated; was the materi~l
with which the work was begun. From this syrup any remain·
ing portion of albnmiuoids was tirat removed, and afterward the
gums precipitated with acidnlated alcohol. A lcohol precipitates
the whole of tbe gums, and al o prevents those bodies undergoing
any decomposition or change until they can be inves,t igated. The
crude gnms thus prMipitaied, after .separation from the juice and
alcohol, formed the actual material with which the following
work was done.
In devising a plan of investigation pf any class of coustituents,
attention must fir!i't be given to the state in which all the chief
series of bodies are found in living plants; and p~aut chemistry
shows us that the albuminoids, the true c11-rbohydrates, and other
bodies present in all plants, exist in different forms, some of
which are soluble in water and othel's only soluble in more or
less str~ng chemical reagents. The belief that the gum@, after
bein~ once separated from their state of ~olution in the cane juice,.
would behave in the same way as the other constituents of plants,
·
formed the ground plan of this examination.
after
and
juice,
tbe
from
separation
af;:er
gums,
The ci:ude
the alcohol had been completely evaporated off, were heated
with pure water fot five hours, at a temperature of 185 degrees
F. One·third of the gums were dissolved, but the residue, after
frequent washings with boihng water, remained unchanged. Thus
only one part in three of the crude gums are bodies soluble in'
water.
The residue, insoluble in water, was heated with watier containing 1 per cent. of sulphuric acid f'>r five hours at 200 degrees

.,
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F. A farther large portion of the go ms was dissolved by the
dilute sulphuric acid, yet a residue, appro:x;imately one thfrd of
.the original gums remained.
The residue, which was not dissolved by dilute ~ulphoric
acid, was treated with cuprammon (copper hydrate dissolved in
ammonia), the substance being pla~ed with the latter in a bottle
and acted upon for several days. Almost the whole of this final
residue was brought into solution by the cuprammon, fl'om ,which
it was readily re-precipitated by neutralizing with hydrochloric
acid, inoicatiilg the cellulose nature of the more in8oluble portion
of tlle gum )?odies.
The crude gums were ~hus found to be composed of bodies
which can be distinguished from each d~ber by the ·reagents in
which they are severally soluble :
1. Bodies soluble in water.

2. Bodies soluble in dilute sulphuric acid.
a. Bodies soluble in cuprammon.
CHEMICAL NATURE OF THE GUMS. ·

Having resolved the ori.ginal precipitate of crude gums into
three classes by the solvent:B stated, the next work was to determine the chemical nature and composition of each class of bodies.
1. The gums soluble 'in water were first considered. These
organic bodies were found to be combined with a large quantity
oC lime sulphate, the mineral matter amounting to 26. per cent.
In this' particular, the cane gums resemble those found in sor·
gbum, which we investigated three years ago. The physiologi·
cal relation of these combinations of organic bodies with mineral
salts to the life processes of the plant is not known, but they have
been observed by several biological chemist:B.
The gums were boiled with dilate hydrochloric acid, when
they were retolved into reducing sugars (glucoses) and a fioccn·
l~nt body, which resembled celluloee in all its properties. The
relative amounts 'of glucose sugal'E' and cellal0se yielded by the
gums free from water and ash were as follows :

..
Glucose. Cellulose.
Gums.
Per cent. Per cent.
Five grammes yielded ..................................... 64.6
35.4
&oi-ghum gums .............. ................ . ...... . ..... 25.28
34.72

It is thus 8een that the water soluble gums are composed of
bodies in combination which, when treated with a hydrolytic
· reagent, 'are reeolved into reducing sugars and cellulose, indicat·
ing that the gum is composed of a modification of starch with
cellulose, resepibling the gums found in sorghum and ether
'plants.
2. The gums which were separateq from the original ·pre
cipitate by dilute sulphuric acid 'were directly converted into
reducing sugars, a small portion of flocculent precipitate which
could also be converted into sugars by further boiling with dilute
acid, and into an insoluble cellulose'body, which remained with
the ,final residue, ~nd was treated later with the cuprammon. It
is seen, consequently, that the portion of the original gums soln·
ble in dilute acid resembl~, chemically, the gums soluble in
water, and is a more complex: combination of a body of ~he nature of starch with a modification of cellulose.
3. The insoluble residue, which was not acted upon by
~mute acid, but was completely soluble in cuprammon, was found
to yield some reducing sugars when boiled with a stronger acid.
These properties of being quite soluble in cuprammon, and yielding glucose sugars with moderately strong acids, clearly indicate
the chemical charac~r of the .aiost insoluble portion of the gums.
Moreover, the products obtained from eaph of the three clBMes
of gums by the method of treatment stated show that all of these
substances are compounds of glucose yielding bodies in combina·
tion with more or less insoluble modifications of cellulose.
OHARACTER OF THE SUGARS YIELDED BY INVERSION OF THE, GUMtl.

It bas been found that by treatment of the gums with an
acid they are partially resoJved into reducing sugars. It is nee·
essary, however, t;o identify the sugars yielded in order t;o defier· '
mine more specifically the actual nature of the gummy bodies
from which they were derived.
We have already said that the sugars yielded reduce Feb·
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ling's solution, indicati ng that they are more or less mixture s of
glµcoses.
The Febling 's solution test Wf:lS confirmed by the polariscope.
A fine J;>repal'ation of the gum sugars wa~ polat·ized, and the spe·
<.·ific rotary power was found to be- 10.3, accordi ng to the formula [A] D.; which indicate d the presence of dextrose and levu· lose, with possibly some other membex:.
After e1tanding several weeks the dextros e crystalized, thus
separati.ng itself distinct ly from the levulose and any other body
composing the g'um sugars.
Sugars form well crystalized compounds with an organie
compound called phenylh ydrazin e, wb1ch bodies are called osa.
zones. The osazones have different melting points, depend ing
upon the kind of ~ugar present, and th}s diffe1·ence of melting:
points · enables chemists to i<li.stinguish the sugars from each.
other, and to find out which are present in a ,mixture of such
bodies. 'l'he sugars obt:;iiaed from the c~ne gums formed' a very
:fine compound ·with phenylh ydrazin e, whose melting point was.
202 degrees C. to 208 degrees C. The meltir)g points of dextrosazone and lev ulo azone are each 20!. 5 degrees 0.; and this indicated ~hat in addition toI the dextrose and levulose contaiiaed in·
the gum sugars, some other sugar was present whose phenylh y·
drazine compound bad a much lower melliiLJgi point, and wa~
p1obably a so·called pentose sugar, whose osazone comp:mnd
'
·
melts at 160 degrees C.
: hexoses
groups
main
two
into
The sugars are divided
bodies
from
(glucoses) and pentpses. T,Jie hexos;es are derived
found in vegetable organisms of the nature of starch, which are- .
cl;lemically called hexosans, having the formula Co H10 0 6. Pen·
toses are obtaine d by the same metods from bodies present in
plant.s called pentosans, whose formula is 06 H10 65. The pento·
sans can be detected and distingu ished from the glucose-yielding
bodies (hexosans) by a complicated process, w~ich was '1Bed in
searchi ng for pentose sugars in tqe cane gum products. A weig bed
quantit y of the gum sugars was distilled with hydroch loric acid,
and in the distillat e a body called furfural was found. Furfura l
also forms a complex compounli \\•ith phenyl hydrazi ne called far1
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furalhydrazone, and by the formatiOJ?. and aid of this body We
were not only able to observe that cane juice contains pentosan
bodies, which form a part of the gums, but that the sample of
gum sugars prepared contained 3.6 per. cent. of pentose sugar.
Here again it is interesting to note the resemblance in the com·
position of our cane gumR to those of the sorghum cane, which
were found to ctmtain 3.45 per cent. of pentose yieldin~ bodies.
In addition to the chemical properties of the gums and of the
sugars derived from them, which have been stated, it was found
that when these bodies are cautiop.sly treated with strong nitric
acid they are oxydized to oxalic acid.
The results of these investigations lead to the conclusion that
the so called gums present in cane juice are a mixture of vegeta·
ble mucilages and vegetable gums, which are severally soluble
in water, dilute acid, and cuprammon. · The mucilages are COJll·
posed largely of the he:xosan bodies, and when boiled.wit h dilute
atid break up into glucose sugars and eellulose, as already;sbow,n.
The true gums, which form: only a small part of the SO·called
. erode gums, consist chiefly of pentosans, which, when boiled
with dilute acid, yield pentose sugars.
ll.EMOVAL OF THE GUMS FROM CANE JUICE.

In the la.borat-0ry, it is a sim.Ple matter, the precipitat ion of
the gums by the use of alcohol, lead acetate, nitrate of mercury,
and other reagents. Nitrate oC mercury is a. great clarifying
agent. We find that it is the one reagent yet known which
. wholly removes the albuminoids, an;iides and gums, in fact the
whole of the amorphous organic substances from the juice. In
<>nr first paper we gave the results of an experiment ma.de with
11itrate of mercury upon nearly half a ton of very low grade mo·
lasses. At that time we stated that we were unable to grain
even after all the gums and amides were taken out of the mo·
lasses'. 'l'he thick syrup, however, was set aside, being exposed.
to every vadation of temperature, and yet, after six weeks, n,ot
<>nly bad the sugar grained, but we were able to dry it rE>.adily,
and l>3t per cent of the sugar preseat was reoovered. This ex:·
perim€nt was a very practical proof that the amides and the
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gums are the bodies Which chiefly prevent Crystallization, as n<>
glucose bad been removed, and yet· the rngar crystallized aftertbe impurities were thrown out. ·Of the practical va1ue of mer·
curie nitrate there is nothing to say at present. It is a poison,
and not easily wholly removed; by means of the electric current,.
however, we have removed every trace of mercury from the juice
clarified by that reagent:

.

ACTION ,OF THE ELECTRIC CURRENTS UPON THE GUMS.

In November last, experiments were conducted in the Audu·
bon laboratory by Mr. Jackson, of New York, who bas ·been in·
vestigating the · effects of the electric current as a cl9'rifYing
reagent. Not any conclusive results were .obtained, but the cur·
rent exerted an effect which was good. No impurities were re·
moved, yet the juice cooked more ,readily, and . grain formed
.more freely and quickly than wit.h commonly clarified juice.
The good t'ffect of the current was looked fo1~from the·action.
of na)!lcent oxygen upon amorphous subsiances. Sine~ then we
have exam\ned the action of the current upon organic nitrogenous
bodies, hoping to see proofs of oxiqa.tion having occurred, but
without conclusive results.
ACTION OF LIME UPON TIJE GU,MS.

In our firat paper we spoke of the action of lime upon thestated that lime was the only reagent in use which
gums. It
removes ·any part of the gums from the juice. Many experf.
ments ·since that time have confirmed those statements. Lime f&
a great clarifying agent, but it requires to be used with care.
Not onJy does it ald in getting rid of the albuminoids, it coagu·
Jates and throws out a portion of the gums, and the ampunt of
gnms removed depends upon the excess of lime used. Its effect
upo~ the glucose compels a rigid control of its action ; f9r if thejuice is boiJed with free lime present the glucose is_ destroyed
and tbejnice reddened. That can be completely avoided if the
juice is brought to neutrality with acid after the Jime bas donelts work, and before heat bas been applied to boiling. The work
of the lime is to correct the natural acidtiy of the juice; to coag·
ulate and remove the albominoids and gums, and after that is

was
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done the lime ~bould be takeu out with an acid which most·
effectually pl'ecipi tates it, such as acid phospha te. Particu larly
upon frozen cane has the action of lime been observed. When.
the gums bad undergo ne decomposition, and alcohol and other
reagent s failed to fully precipi tate them, lime continu ed to re· move those bodies in proport ion to the excess of it used. From
sour juices, however, it is imperat ive that it be removed, or it
combines in such amount with the free organic acids tlla.t the.salts formed prevent cooking in the effects and pan.
ACTION OF THE FREEZE UPON THE GUMS, ETC. .

When a ligh~ _freeze comes upon the cane the tops are the-·
:first to feel it, and this is on account of the greater water content '
of the toi)s as well as their exposur e to the cold. It has been
shown that cnteiog off the tops after such a light freeze aids in
preserv ing the b ody of the cane. This is so f;.t r the rea'!lon that
the ferment ation started in the tops is not permitt ed to pass down
by cellular tran!lmis&ion. If the freeze bas destroy ed the eyes or
the lower part of the cane, these organs also ferment, and each
one becomes a centre of distribu tfon of the decomposition that
has set in. In this case, however, the sound state of the body <>f
the cane will resist for a length of tim-e the action of the fermen tation.
·
Wbeu a "splitti ng freeze," as it is called, occurs, the COil·
ditions are a1together different. The ·whole body of the cane ltasbeen attacke d and affected through out. The :first.effect is seenin the act of splittin g, which is caqsed by the fre~zing of th&·
juice w1thir1 the cellA, aud the consequ ent expansi on, whosepo\\'.er uor only rupture s the tender walls of each ce11, but is too ·
great for the harder bark of the cane to resist. When the bark
is open the air immedi ately moves in to the innerm ost cells o:f
the cane, which cells, being also rupture d, offer no resistan ce t<> ·
the entranc e of' the n.ir, nor to the fermen ting a.;tion which is induce<l as soon as the tempera ture rises enough to permit it. Con- sequeut ly, ferment ation sets in through out the whole cane, and
the decompoiiition is very rapid. Not only are the albumiuoid&·
which form the inner membra ne of the cells, and such as are i
1

,
I
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motion in the sap, attacked, and rapidly decomposed, the gummy
bodies also, with the sugars, are subjected to rapid decay. By
following closely, with 't he aid of chemieal tests, the action and
results of the freeze that came upon us this season, (December
27th, 1894, thermometer 21 de'grees F.) we found that the albmninoids, at the end of one week, had become converted hlto bodies
(amides, ammonia, carbonic acids, etc.) and could not be affected
by the chemical reagents that are generally used to remove those
bodies. The gums also had been largely chl).nged into substances
that could not be precipitated by alcohol or leau acetate, and the
sucrl)se had fallen from 10 per cent. to 6 per cent., without dny
excess of glucose being found in t.he juice, thus' showing ~hat all
the constituents Of the juice throughout the cane bad rapidly
fallen to pieces under the general fermentation. This was mor.e
strongly demonstrated by the decrease in the ac"tual solids that
had occurred. Tile total solids in the cane at the time of' the '
fr~eze were 13.6 per cent.; ten days later these were reduced to
10.4 per cent., thus explaining that about 25 per cent. of the
solid matters in the juice had been converted by fermentation
into gase::i and water, which are the ultimate constituents of
these organic substances. Against the effects of such a freeze
there is no redress. The cane, like a potato, or any other organism, when once frozen through, ~apidly f~lls to pieces.
In conclusion, we shall venture some remarks tending in
another direction than the oue followed by _ihe substance of this
paper. We have spoken of the nature of the impurities present'
in the juice and of ways of repioving them. Is it not also well to
ask if there are methods of preventing an excess of the woI"st
impurities entering into the great body of the juice as it go"s into
the sugar h,.ouse. Two months ago we ventured to"say that much
of the cane is cut too high, especially at the beginning of the'
season. Iu this way th" e;ce8s of impurities present in the tops ·
-0f the cane go into the juice and prevent the .crystallization of'
sugar.
We now ask wJ;iether we shall not come to flnd it advisable,
in our large sugar houses, to divide the jnice expressed by our
heavy mills int.o two grades1 each grade being k.ept·and handled
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tJeparately from the other. The first 50 per cent. or 60 per c~nt~
of the juiee is notably richer in sucrose, and much more pure
than the last expression, and a better grade of sugar, as well. as
a 'larger yield, would be obtained from the better juice. In our
.small houses this will always be impossible, but houses making
many million pounds, which are using two mills sometimes, and
.a long battery of clari.fiers, with all the other ~ppointments in
proportion, might .pos:sibly be planned and adapted to handle
the juice in two grades, as we have mentioned. This possibility
of the future, however, is only suggested as a subject for the
later nottce of tb.e a.ssociatiou.
SULPHUROU8 A.CID, .ACID PHOSPHATE AND LIME
AS CLARIFYING AGENTS.
BY DR. WALTER MAXWELL.

The wide differences of opinion held~ and the opposite cou-clusions that have been reached, upon the action of 1mlphurous
.acid in clarification have made it very desirable that the subject
'.should be reviewed, and more exact ·data, if possible, obtaiqed
upo.n the relative actions of sulphurous and phosphoric acids and
lime. The work done already in the sugar house.of this Station,
affording the most reliable data upon the action of numerous
clarifying reagents, also showed the need of more exact investiga•ons where all the factors necessary
. could be con. to acctuacy
trolled. These iuvestigations, conductetl in the laboratory, have
been carried out with all possible care, and the experiments
repeated several times wherever any doubt attached to the
results. ,
NATURE 01!' SULPRilltOUS ACID.

I

'

It may not be out of place in speaking of sulphurous acid to
say a few words on the pr~paration of this reagent. When sul·
pbur is burned in the sulphur box it takes up oxygen gas from
the air, and the sulphur and oxygen form together another gas
called sulphur-dioxides. When the latter ga.o;i is forced into the
juice in sulphuring tank it becomes rapidly dissolved or absorbed

.
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by th.e juice. 'fater will absorb more than forty times its own.
volume of sulphur dio,xide g.1s, ancl, of cpnrsi:, cane juice will absorb a comparatively large vohime. The sulphur diox,de com'.
bines with water and forms the sulpuhrous acid of which we are ·
speaking.
All the sulphur a-0ids invert very strongly, sulphurous· acid
being the third strongest invertant (nitric acid excepted) and.
stronger than phosphoric acid.
When sulphur dioxide, which it will now be convenient to .
speak of as sulphur gas, is absorbed by the juice it raises the
density, and i:n proportion to the volume of gas takeu up. This .
increase of total solids in the juice was carefully observed and
recored. The gas was gen(lrated slowly in oi·der to have.no ex.
cess, and also to observe the degree of acidity when the, impurities begit; to coagit!ate and the 'juice commences bleaching•.
Tue density of the juice hi each experiment was determin<Jd before the sulphuring began, and the sulphuring' stopped and the·
deusity re-read after each consecutive t~n minutes. ;i'he following table gives the mean results of not less thau 20 experiments:·
'
Total Solids.
Color.
Juice.
10.6 per.!ent.
Normjtljuice .:·· ·····: ........ .... dark.
IQ. 7 per cent.
After sulphuring 15 mmutes ......... dark.
10 .8 per cent•.
After sulphu1ing 25 minutes ...•.... slight bleuch.
After sulphuring 35 minutes ........ goocl ble1tch and congulum. 10. 9 per cent..
11 .2 per cent.
Alter sulphuring 50 minutes .. ... ... perfect bleach.

In all the tests with thin juices the amount of sulpl)ur necessary to a moderate bleach and to coagulate · the alburuinoids,..
raised the density nsually 0.3 of a degre~ Brix. "
ACTION OF SULPHUROUS AC'µ) UPON THE SUGARS IN JUICES ·
AND SYRUPS.

The stroug invertive property of sulphurous acid ca.uses us.
to expect a notable action upon tbe sucrose, unless the 'acid is
kept in perfect control. And at the same poiut we must also
consider that there are certa.iu physical conditions which regu.
late the invertive action of all acids. At low temperature even.
the strongest acids invert cane sugar very slowly; but at high
temperatures tlleir action is instant and destructive. . Again,
certaiu acids become active in inversion at lower temperatures...
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than others : the sulphu r acid!'!, includi ng sulphu rous, begin t-0
acitl doe!'! not
'inv~rt ac~i f ely a.t 80 degree s F., whilst phosph oric
F.
.show a similar activel y below 100 degree s
Before giving tl\bles of data I will e.xplain that the mode of
-.sulplrnring was iu genera ting the sulphu r gas ( S02 ) by the
action of strong sulphu ric acid upon copper (al:::o of sulphu ric
.acid on sulphu r) a'!.ld conduc ting the gas throug h li1.11e water and
water before it entered the juice, ·in order that no sulphu ric acid
fumes could be carried over.
The action of sulphu r upon the sugars was determ ined as
.follows : The total solids, sucrose , and ghJ.cose in the fresh
juice w~re ,first determii.ed. After sulphu ring, and whilst the
juice was still cold, a10 tota.J solids, glucos e aud sucros e were
re·dete rmined . The juice, of a known volume, was uext heated
by placing the fl.a,sk in a water bath, the telnper atnre and dura·
tiou of heatin g beiw; recorded. The heated juice, after a given
teugth of time, wa.s sn<l'tlenly cooled to air ten.per atnre by plach e origina l volume, anti
i~g the flask in cool water, made ul! to t_
the total solids, sucrose and glucos e a third t~m~ determ ined.
The purpos e was to observ e the adion of sulphu r ou the sugar
. .at low temper ature, and at gradua.lly higher, antl lligb temper a•
tures, and the results are furnish ed by the following tables,
which expres s tbe mean results of mauy experim euts. For~u
.nately very cold weathe r obtain ed when certain of the experiments were !Dade, aua the. temper ature of the juice when ex!)reiSsed from the caue was only a little over 4.0 deg-tees F.
The first table shows the action of sulphu r on the suc:os e at

.a low temper ature:
Juice.

Temperatu re.

·Normal juice ......... .•••••. 46.0
Sulphup ·edjuice (colt1)....... 51.8

Brix.

euorose.

13.5 · 10.0pei:cent.
13.i5 . 9.!J per cent.

Glucose.
l.15per cent.
l.'35 per cent.

This table shows that the action of the sulphu r at the low
:tempe rature specified was extrem ely snfall.
The following table gives the mean results from lteatin g the
sulpbu rred juice for one-ha lf hour at a temper ature of 150 de_grees F. Atter heating , tlte volume was made up to ~he origina l
before analyz ing:
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Temperature.
F.
48.0
.
Normal juice . ............
Sulphurred JUice (cold) ..... 55 .0
Sulp!:turred ancl he~ted to ... 150. 0
Juice.

Brix.
12.9
13 .1
13. 0

Sucro~e .

Glucose.

•

1.1 per cent•.
1.2 per cent.
2. 05 per cent•

9.2 per cent,
9. 1 p.r cent.
7 .1 per cent.

.A.t 150 degrees F ., ibis seen the sulphur bad ~very destructive action on the sucrose, 23 per cent. of the total sucrose being-destroyed. These results show very decidedly foat no heat
should be turned on the sulpqurre<l juice in the clarifters untll it
bas been brought to neutrali~y with lime, and yet this is so~e.
times done.
.A.tteution ma.y be called at this place to the error which fo[ ..
lows the common mode of estimating the rate of sucrose inversion
from the amount of glucose found a.fter neutraliztng with lime.
If any slight excess of liII?e is added in neutralizing it at once be·
gins to act upon the glucose, breaking it up iuto certain known
organic acids. A sulpbur,red juice, which contained 2. 7 per cent.
of glu,eose, was heated for a giveq length of time after adding:·
lime water to slight alkalinity and the e:ffect was as follows:
I

Juice.
Sulphnrred juice............ : ........ .... .. . .. . ....... " ... .
After beating with lime for one-half hour .... ... ............ . . .
After heating with lime for o.ne and one.half hour .••.•.. , •..••

Glucose.
2. 7 per cent.
:.!.1 per,,cent~
1.5 per cen!·

The personal investigations of Dr. W. C. Stubbs have most;
forcibly shown this action of lime upon the glucose, apd this ex·
ample is given only to emphasize the fact that the glucoseamount is not a truo gauge oft.be inversion which may have occurred under the action of sulphur or other acids. . ' ,
In this w-.rk, moreover, it has been noticed that the neutral
sulphite of lime destroys glucose. To prove this, a solution or
pure .glucose was·beate d with a dilute portion of strictly neutral
lime sulphite, and in one hour~ per cent. of the glucose had been.
destroyed. It is thus sceu that not only lime, but also the sul·
pbite, which is formed when one neutralizes the snlphurred juices,
reduces the amount ot glucose in the juice, and prevents us using-.
the glucose content as a gauge in judging of the inversion which
had taken place.
The following table is given to illustrate the utterly destructi\"e action of sulphur when the juice h~ heated for a length of"
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time at a high temperature before neutralizing. In this example
the juices were lrnated for one hour at 195 degrees F.:
'

Temperatu re.
Normnl juice................... 45.0
t:htlpburred jni.ie (cold).......... 4'3.0
Rulphmred nfterheatin~lhour. 19Z>.0
Juice.

B .

nx.

11.1
14. 4
14.a

Sucrose.

Glncose.

10.8 per cent. 1.2 per cent.
10. 7 per ce• ·t. 1.3 per cent.
0 .1 percent. 8.55percent.

Not more tban 3 p~ts of sucrose in 11 parts escaped destruction. The polariscope indicates that only 0.1 per cent. of sncrose
is. left; but some sucrose is concealed by the optically a~'tive
glucose which bas been formed. Experiments were also made with sulphur upon syrups, au<l
similar afl:ects were observed ns with dilute jnices. The strained
juices were limed to neutrality and evltporated on a water bath
to a density of 20 to 2:3 degrees Bau me, and sulpbnrretl. As it
bas already been sai<l, the syrup does not take the sulplmr as
readily as thin juice, and a :arge volume of sulphur is necessary
to make a good bleach. The following is the mean of sevet,al
tests of .,ulphurdng syrups :
Temperntu re.
Normal Ryrnp..... .• .... .. • • • .. • 68 0
8ulphuned syrup (cold)........ . 70.0
Sulphurred a.ter beating t hour ~t l'iO :O
Syrup.

B .

Sucrose.
Glucos"..
ru:.
48.5
49.3 32 . 9peroent. 5.36percent:..
49.3 31. 45 per cent. I) . sa per cent.

The mean of inversion found in the tests was 4.5 per cent. of
the total sugars. In a special experiment, when the syrup was.
snlpbnrretl heavily ancl then heated for ha.If an hour at 195 de··
grees, the inversion was 17 .0 per cent. of the sncrosP.
In the sulpburring test it was observed that tl.te mod" ·o f
treating the ~yrup before sulphurring in some measare regulates
· the rate of inversion iu the latter handling. If the juice is limed
to slight alkalinity before coude1.rsing to syrup the invertive
acti©n of the sulphur appears to be modified somewhat. If th&
juice 1s left uo tlie si<le of acidity before evaporating down t<>
syrup, the heating of the syrup nfter sulpburring cause~ a. notably greater inversion. It may be remarked here that some diffi·
cnlty may be met in the later han<ll~ug of sulphurred syrups because of the precip1tatiou of some albuminoids wl1ich bad not
. been gotten rid of in the clarifiers. The sulphur precipitates
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"(-bese bodie~: aml if much should be preseut they will give trQtl'ble
in the centrifugals 'Un leis remove : in settling tau ks before the
:Syrup goes to the pan.
-OOM,PARATIVE INVERTIVE ACTION OF sur,PHUilOUS ACID AND
ACID PHOSPHATE ON JUICES.

In these tests acid phosphate, instead of pure pho~phoric
:acid was used, iµ ' order that the cor1clitious sbonld be the same
.as epst when these reagents a: e used in tlie sugar house. Con·Cerning the mode of comparison, in tbe first place, the normal
juice was aualized; afterwa,rds equal volumes of, the isame sam·pleti> were ~rought into :fli\sks: Oue quantity was sulphured, aml,
ithe other was treated with acid phvsphate, uutil each showed
-the same dcgt·ee of acidity, ,vhich was dccerrnmed by use of a
·standardized alkali solut\on, and tlte volumes' corrected. ,The
rdegree of acid1ty was 10 cc. aci<lulated jniQe equals 1.5 c·c: of
-0.l normal Na.OH. The effect vf letting the a.l.lidulated juices
'
• stand 24 hours was as follo 1vs :

.

Juicles.
- Normal juiqes ..... : . ..... ...
'ulphurred ..........•..••...
• Jf'hosphorred ................

.

Temp. · Brix,
SU:croRe.
60,0
13,6 JO .:l pe~ cent.
64.0
13.~
10.0 per cent.
G4.0
14.0
9.U5p,ercent,

Gh cose.
1.1 per cent.
1.38 per cent .
1.4J\percent.,

The- fa version in both acidulated juices was practically the
per ce11t. of the , wtal sugars. The temperature at
"·whfoh the juices stood was very low; liad . it been 80 de·
,:grees the inversion would have beeu ~uuch greater. Tlrnse ex·

,~-same-.3

1,veriments have suggested (it bas not been proved) tliat acid
, hosphate inverts more powerfully the pure phosphoric acid ~t
,.,the same degree of acidity. ' rt i::; wiell ]mown that snlphurous
..acid i a mure active inverta11t Iban pure phosphoric acfo. Al~o
..111 these tests it was deru'o nstrated that sulpl.mrous acid possesses
~~nu.ch g1·eater 'antiseptic properties than any other acius. -Sulhurred.jnic :>s were found to lJ e tmfernieute,~ at tb,e end of three
..days, whilst the j_:.hospborred j'lices tell to pieces at the tbe end
-0ft.he second clay.
'
'
.noDIES REMOVED FROM .TUICES BY SULPHUROUS ACID AND AOID
PHOSPHATE IN RELATION W,ITH LIME.

rt ]Jas been claimed for sulph~1rous acid that it precipitates
rj;be so-ca1l(d pec~inous bodies (gums). I should not txpect that

1

'
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-efl:ect. I 11a;re fouml some kinds of ({gum bodit>s ., which
were not solub!e in water, soluble in <lilnte sulphur acids. Also
thE' gums and mucilaginous bodies, inl1lu,'. ing the pectins ("pee.t in" means to curtlle or coagulatt', ancl tlle term applies to many
.amorphous substancqs), when acted upon .by dilute aic(fa, _go
-0ver into glucoses all(l s~me free cellulose like bodies, but before
.t his reaction could take place in our sugar juices all the
-bUCrose would be invertt-d. It is known, however, as a generai.
priPciple in vegetable chemistry, that aci(1S act upon albumil)oids and precipitate these bodies from solutions. A careful
·examination was made of the organic bodies precipita.ted from
thejuicl~ by sulpburrilig. Tbe salpbur precipitates were insol·uble in water, bnt soluble in dilu te sodic bydarte, which is au
-albumiuoicl soivent, a.ncl the albnminoi.ds were re -precipitate\l
from the alcohol solution with sulphur. Iu studying and determining such a queFition, howe ver, it is more satisfactory to ob·
tain imre preparations of t he "gums" and of the albmninoids,
.and to study the direct a.ction of reagents upon these qollies.
This was doue. Preparations of . both albuminoids au<l "gums"
were obtain~d from ~·i.ne jui~e (it woul<l carry me to to ,) great
lengths in description if tbe methods used 'in this work were
given in detail; and moreover, auy one intere tell in the subject
.'Will find an ample account in a bulletin published by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture which contains t110 results ol' my
study of the 11 Sorghnm Gums," which stntrj leci to the adoption
<>f the so-called ,, ·Sorghum Alcohol Process." And it) toe study
-0f the caue "~um s,"• which will be made next year, the snl',ject
will be discussed in full detail) and their behavior stndied mider
the action of acM)'I, aud also of lime. Snlplrnrons acicl precipi·
tates tl.Je•alburpinoicls from the sodic bytlrate solution. ' No pr~·
<lipitatiou, however, take:> place until afte1· the :solution is neutraUzcc.l u.ml free acid is present.
This fact is -0bservell just the same when sulphurous acicl
acts upon the a.lbnmiuoids in cane juice. The first quantity of
sulpbur gas entering the ,i u!ce is engaged il1 displacing certain
.organic. acids in their combinations with min eral b f'clies present
•see another paper fm·ther on in th.is Bulletin.

..

·'

'.I
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in the juice, and it is nbt until after a considE}rable volume of

sulphurous acid is present that the albuminoids are thrown
down and any bleaching is observed. These facts were observed
with great care in every sample of juice sulpburred. Heat,
aided by lime, precipitates moat of the albnminoidR, but not all.
Further, solutions of pectinous bodies (gums) were studied under
the action of acids, and of lime. In no case was any precipitate
of "gums'' obtained from neutral water solution!} wtth either
sulphurous acid or·acid phosphate. By treating the solution of
gums, however, with lime water to distinct alkalinity a tmbidity
was at once miused an<l upon heating tlic solution the considerable part of the gums was coagulated and separated out in large
:fl.akes. The. whole of the gum·s were ll'lt precipitated by the
I
lime treatment.
impnritie~
. , Tbe observations in brief upon the subject of
removecl from the cane juice by acids are as follows: Sulphurous acid and acid phosphate remove the albumiooids, but donot a~t on or pr~cipitate any of the co-called pectiQous or gum
substances, the same being .observed in · noting the action of
these acids on these syrups. · Further, lime not only aids in
removing the albuminoids but also appears to b:1 the only clari- ·
fying agent in common use which acts in removing from th&
·
juice any part of the gums.
QUANTITATIVE ES'rIMATION OF THE ORGANIC AND :aiIINERAL
IMPURITIES REMOVED FROM THE JUICE BY SULPHUROUS.
ACID AND ACID PHOSPHATE, WITH LIME.
,

.

Very coqsiderable trouble was encountered in getting results
which were quite free from some kind of error, and many results
were rejected. Fina.Uy the following niethocl was adopted :
The density, sucrose and glucose of the prepared sample oi
The sample was afterwards. divide<l into
were determined.
juice
'
~
of 300 cc.; too large o'r too small
each
three equal v.olumes,
of the errors which can occur
because
quantities being avoided
in
from great length of time needed fi.ltr;ation and similar causel'l ..
No. 1 quantity was sulphured, brought back with lime to strict
neutrality, and heated on the bath for half an hour at-a temperature of 175 degrees, and the juice afterwards suddenly recluced
to air temperature by placing the fl.ask irf water. No. 2 <luantity was treated with acid phosphate, brought back to strict
,neutrality with lime water, ancl ,further treated precisely as No.
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1•. No. 3 was limed to decided alkalinity, · placed on the water
bath under the same conditions of temperature, etc., as No. 1
and No. 2' an4, After heating for a given time, was brought back
to strict neutrality with acid phosphate, and cooled immediately
tQ air temperature. Each quantity was made up to the originai
volume (300 cc.) before separating the precipitate. · Filter papers
of known weight were used, and tbe precipitates collected,
drie<), and weighed, and afterwards the organic til.atter in each
precipitate determined. The results were as·ronows:
,
'
Precipitate.
No. 1. Sulphur a.nd lime . ... ...... 2.6 grams.
No.~. Acid phosphate and lime .. . 4 .8 gNrus.
No. a. Lime and acid pho-phnte... 5.~ grams.

Organic matter'.
Ash.
1.0 grams .
t.6 grnmP.
1.8 grams.
a.Q gram11.
2.48 grams.
:.!.72 grams.

The density, or total solids ·found in the respective juices,
after removing tb.e precipitates, were:
.Tuices.
Normal juice. • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No. 1. .:;ulph11rrec1 nnrl limed juice ............................
.No. 2. Phos11horred and Iimerl ...... ... ... .............. ..... .
No. 3. Limed o.nd phosphorred ...................... : .........

Total solids.
ll. 7 per cerit.
1 L9 per cent.
11 .5 per ceut.
11. 6 per cent.

The~c results are the mean of numerous experiments. No
test made with sulphur gave any increase of purity, and most of
the tests increased the total solids, which is due to the fact that
the lime sulphite remains in solution largely. In every trial
with acid phosphate the purity of the juice was notably improved.
Respecting the precipitates, it must first be remarked that the
total precipitate is no g·auge of change in purity, since its weig·h t
depends more upon the quantities of clarifying agents ailcle<l to .
the juice than upon the original impurities of the juice removed.
It is the weight of organic matter removed, with th1~ change of
density of the juice, which a.fford us the true criteria of improvecl
purity. The explanation of the comparatirn sma.Jlness' of the
sulphur precipitate is first, no free lime was present to act upon
the organic impurities; and moreover, the sulphite of lime 1s
very considerably soluble in. sugar solutions. Professor Stubbs
bas examinecl molasses from sulpbnrred juices wbicb contained
as high as 10 per cent. of ash, which was chiefly sulphite and
sulphate Of lime, and the normal quantity doe" not exceed 5 per
cent. Tbis high content of sultlhur in the molasses gives us
some irleo. of the mo(le in which sulphur -had been nsed in the
sugar house, and also of the inversion which it probably hacl
caused.
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The increased precipate in No. 2 exani11le is cbie:fl.y _owing to
the fact thn.t the aciu phosphate and lime form au insoluble compound, and tbns mutually remove each other whflu the juice is
neutralized. The larger amount of organic matter in tllis precipitate indicates (it was not proven) that t11e pliospbate of ·
lime r)artiaJly causes the precipitation of "gums,1' au indication
obser·red by me at the clarifi.ers in the sugar house. It may,
1
however, 0e caused only by the action of the lime before it coµiuines with tlH:l acid phosphate.
The ~inalysis bf tlie No. 3 precipitate, caused by liming the
juice to alkclinity and neutralizing with acid phos11hate, claims
special attention. 'l'l11s :precipitate is not. only larger tlrnn tl.:e
otliers, it; is composed nearly oue.Jrnlf ot organic matter. We
have already shown tliat free lime partially precipitates the
pectiuons bodies (gum ), as well as the albufuinoitls. Now,
when the lime water was. added to the juice to strong alkalinity
the Ji.me actetl upon and precipitated tl.tese organic matters before the iuice was oroug·ht back to neutrality with the aqid phosphate, aud this is the cause of the greater amount of organic
matter in the precipitat1:1. t)f course, the excess of lime was also
chiefly taken out of the juice again by the acid pbospbatQ.
It is seen, however, 1bat despite the removal of more organic
impurities in the No. 3 example, the density of tlie juice after
clarification was a li.t tle higber than in tbe No. 2 precipitatf',
where the a.cicl phosp!Jate ms ~dded :fir;:;t and the Hme afterwards. T!Jis 'is explained by the fact whlc!J I ohserved, viz.:
When the raw· juice is limecl tbe first quantity of' lime added combines with the ' free flrganic acids in the juice, and when tlte acid
phosphate wns adrled to bring back the juice to strict neutrality
the lime which had been ,t aken up by the organic acids was left
in the juice. · This is shown by' comparison of the ash in the
No. 2 and No. 3 precipitates. If, in neuti'alizing the No. 3 .juices,
acid })hosphate baa been used to fain~ acidity, this lime kept in
the juice' by tbe organic acids would have been taken out, and
thi& is a sa.fo practice, as those organic acids have a S\l.Htll iuvertive action. Acid phosphate or phosphoric acid will uot take
out all the iiwe. There is a portion of lime, as i:;ulpllatc, which
h iu chemical combination with tbe mucilaj!ions ooclies, and
:which oxalic acill reveals after phosphQric acid has acted upon
tbejnices. Tllese compound. of lime sulphate with the 11lucilages

I also found in the sorghull). juioe. The mo·de of clarifying by
addmg an excess of lime and heating (not too "long or the albuminoids will be attacked) and removing the ''blanket" before it
breaks, and afterwards bringing b~ck the juice to faint acidity
wltb acid phosphate, give.s results in jl.Ctually improving the
purity, as well as improvmg the color, which can not be obt:1ined
with the known reagents- With respect to tile color, sulphlll'ous
acid will bleacll better than acid phosphate, but when tbe acid
juices are brought back to strict neutrality, the .Phosphorred juice
is usually the better color. But in good clarification we seek not
only to improve the color of the juice, we want to actually take
out the impurities. .And not only for the reason of' improving
the vurity aud quality of the sugar products as we want to prevent the impurities, and any excess of clarityiog agents used
from getting into the molasses; we want to take the lime, and
any otl:)er fertilizing matters out of the juice, and especially in
view of the amounts of lime and other bodies which Dr. Stubos
has shown us are removed from the soil by every ton of cane:
Good clarification, we say, should take these impurities out of
the juice and restore them to the soil.
ACTION CF SULPHUROUS ACID AND ACID PHOSPHATE UPON THE
COLO.ltING MATTERS IN OANE JUICE.

The.juices were studied under the direct action of these acids
I
and the effects upon the color closely observed. It has already
been said that no bleachi11g, and no precipitation of organic matter takes plac£'1 until sulphurous acid bas been forced into the
juice up to a given degree of acidity. 'rhese facts ~ave been observed in all the trials upon the coloring matters. When juices
~re treated with sulphurous acid and acid phosphate up to a.
given and equal d~gree of acidity the bl~acbing effect of the sulphur is uniformly the greater. These general observations,
however, were altogether unsatisfactory and non-conclusive. It
is quite impossible to stt\dy the behaviour of the coloring matters
or pigments as they ar.e ca1led, which are distinct chemical individuals, under the ·action of bleaching ag-ents in tlte presence of
other matters, and we resolved to prepare samples of pi'lre incliyiUual pigments, and to study the action of acids on these directly. Preparations of the green colol'ing matter (chlorophyll) were
made from the cane, also from clover, and a sample of the yellow'
<!Oloring matter.in the cane, wlJich resembles the curcumiu pig-

.
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ment of the turmerlc root was obtained .• Also the ,coloring matter
of' litmus, turmeric, and cochineal (carminin) were separated,
and each individually treated with sulphuro11s acid and acid
phosphate. These coloring matters exhibit an ext_reme sensibility
under the alternate actiotis of acids and alkalies, arid this prop, erty. ha.s caused them to be used as indicators in determining
the acidity or alkalinity of juices :iind solutions. Now, the pigments are generally dissolved by alka:lieA and precipitated by
acids, but some acids precipitate these bodies more rapidly and
effectively than others, and the present question is whe ther sulphurous acid or acid phosphate does this the most thoroughly.
Alkaline, and also neutral, solutions of all these coloring matters
were treated with St'llphurous acid; eacll pigment in solution was
sulphurred to acidity, and afterwards brought back ,to alkalinity, ·
and this was repeated in every test ~ix to eight times : The characteristic color of each pigment disappeared in acid solution,
but returned with the alkalinity. With a long continuance of
the alternate action of acid and alkali, however, the st~ength of
the color is lessened but n.o t destroyed. When the pigments in
solution are treated with acid phosphate and b1·ought back immediately to alka.lini_ty, the result is the same as that caused by
sulphurous acid-the color n ·tnrns and is not destroyed. Acid
phosph~te, however, causes, in a short time, a precipitation of
the coloring matter, and tl.tis is chiefly aided by the throwing
/ down of lime phosphate when the acid phosphate is added to the
pigment solution which contains the lime or sodic t+lkali; yet
this result is also obtained with an alcoholic solutiQ.n of the pig.
ments. If this precipitate is removed by filtering the solution
does not show the further presence of the coloring matter, unless
an excess of acid is added, in which case some of the color goes
into solution again. .All the observations made upou the action
of sulphurous acid and acid phosphMe qn the coloring ma~ters
specified indicate that ·acid phosphate is a more effective precipitant of those pigments than sulphurous acid. Sulphurous
acid neutralizes the color, but the pigment remains indefinitely
in suspension, and will not be removed from the jnirJes in clarification. Acid phosphate, most probably, carries down the
coloring matters in the clarifier~, and those matters go into the
filter cakes. ,I n theee observations upon the coloring matters it
was invariably found that wh~n the color solutions were treated
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with the two acids the acid phosphate gave the most effective re.·
sults. And these results explain why the color of a juice treated
with acid phosphate is better than the color of the sulphurred
juice when both are brought back to, neutrality. It is also to be
remarked in support of what bas frequently been stated, that it
does not appear possible to make white sugars by the aid of sulphur without working the juice at a degree of acidity which must
have a considerable invertive action. Sulphur wil1 brighten a
· juice more effectively than acid phosphate, but the ,sulphurred
juice loseJ its bdghtness when brought to neutrality.
At this place I may further remark upon the-difficulty of
keeping a sulphured juice at. the neutral point. It gradually
<iomes back to acidity; and with the acidity the dark color disappears again. This comin~ back ti_o acidity, in strictly neutral
juices, I am of opinion, is caused by the action of the lime sulphit3 upon the glucose, which I have already shown breaks up
the glucose, but not as rapidly, as is caused by free lime. AU
these circumstances indicate that the action of sulphurous acid
is not as completely within our control in the sugar house as is
the action of acid phosphate.
A SPECIA.L· BLEA.CfilNG ACTION OF SULPHUROUS ACID.

It has been claimed that sulphurous acid immediately and
perm:inently destroys the coloring matters in cane and beet
juices. My studies have led to the conclusion that this is not so.
I found that the'pigments are not destroyed by any acids at low
temperatures. My attention, however, was directed to what
appeared to be a bleaching action of sulphurous acid apart from
its action on the pigments. This observation was difficult to
confirm, and it was impossible to do so in solutions where any
actual pigment was present. In order to obtain an artificially
colored soluMon, and in which ,no natural pigments were present, I inverted som~ pure cane sugar with dilute sulphuric acid,
t\ e heating being continued until the solution became a. strong
red color under the action of the acid. This coloration of the
pure sugar solution is considered as a scorching effect, no coloring matters being formed resembling the pigments. The colored solution, wh'ich w::ts alr~ady very acid, was thoroughly saturated with sulphur gas, which immediately began to decolorize,
a,nd finally the solution was bloo.ched almost as clear as water.
This experiment has confirmed my impression that sulphurous
acitl can exercise a special bl'eaching action which other acid~
do not exereise.
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FERMENTATION OF CANg JUICES.
BY Du.

WALTER MA2£WELL.

Dnring the grinding season preliminary studies were made
of the fermentations which proceed in mill atld diffusion jt1ices.
As this will form. a subje-ct of distinct investigation only a brief"
stat1:1ment may be made now of the results, already indicated.
It ,hs tOu.nd that when mill juice which was fresh from thecanP, .w as closed up in a flask and connected with air tight
receivers, the alcoholic fermentation proceeded naturally, whir.lb •
was indicated by the large volume of carbon dioxide gas ( C02 }
gi\'en oft', and which was collected in the recetver containing
lime w~~ter. The fermentation in this example was not confined
to tbe •'alcoholic," since . in the study of the fermentatfon productF. a very fine and large preparl:}tion of manni.te was obtaine,d t
with otller amorphous carbohydrates (gums) who.:ie composition
has yet to be studied.
,
'. ,
When a s~mple ' of' tbe same mill juice 'was beatPcl to 200degrees 1!'. and ~tllowed to cool, befor6 ,placing in the flaskR for
fermentation, the results wer-e notably different to those obtained with the normal mill juice. When the fermentatiou pro-,
ccoded, }\ncl at i$;~ completion, no carbon dioxide was given off.
It is indicated that two fermentations proceeded simultaneousJyt
one of which yielded ca~·bonic acid and tbe other free ammonia~
and that these two volatile products neutralized each other, aad
were thus held in the juice. A study of the ferment,ation .product-; i;bowed no manuite or other crystalli:ted bodies, but a cli,tss'
of gums which were different from those yielded by the normal
mill juice.
'
A study of diffusion juice gave results in some characteristics similar to·the heated mill juice, yet the products of the fermentation were not the same. These prelimjnary observations
which proceed in cane juice are more, or less regulated by the
mode of treatment of tbe juices.,
·
·
'
· Furtlier studies along the saine line have furnished results
concerning the fermentation of cane sugar in the presenoe of
albumiuoids only, aud of albuminoids and ainides together.
'Also ca.ne ·sugar was allowed to ferment with only amido-nitrogen present. Observa.tions were likewise made ttpon the ferm
bUity of the amorphous carbohydrates, and I believe it
will be found that certain o"f those bodies are more readily' attacked by bacteria tban cane sugar- In given samples ot' windrowed cane it was obi<erved that the ''gums" were in a more deea;red condition thap. the relative fermentation of the sucrose
would have caused me to expect. This part of the subject is
highly important.
Finally very conclusive observations .were made demonstrating the fermentability of the natural coloring matters preseut in cane juice, and these, with more conclusive details, coyerini? the whole snbje1:t of fermentation in relation to cane juice.
will be set forth. in a latar statement.
/
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